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Abstract
“Being Good Stewards in Every Aspect of Our Community”
The Rev. Brent Alan Melton
Project under the direction of The Rev. Dr. William Brosend
I think that much work needs to be done in the area of complete stewardship. That
is to think of Stewardship besides just in the financial aspect. I have found the very word
stewardship is still very uncomfortable for many Christians, especially Episcopalians. We
do not like to talk about money. If Stewardship is only viewed from a financial lens then
naturally the word will take time getting used to hearing and embracing with a broader
view, thus moving beyond only a money context. Yet data, including money, reveals an
indication of any progress being made by a congregation in “Being Good Stewards in
Every Aspect of Our Community.” This project integrates over the year, a broader
understanding of stewardship in a parish.
I have spent the past year implementing a year round Stewardship program in my
current church. The progress of the project has been steady. We have completed seven
months to cover Stewardship through seven commission areas. During each month the
congregation was exposed through teaching moments from both the leadership of the
Vestry and a sermon by me. In addition, special events were often held to help further
enhance the definition of what it means to be a good steward in one commission area at a
time. Our church is organized with seven umbrella areas of ministry referred to as
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commissions. The seven commissions are: Service (Outreach), Worship, Evangelism,
Education, Pastoral Care, Administration and Structures.1
The first five commissions of Service, Worship, Evangelism, Education, and
Pastoral Care, tie us closely to our Baptismal Covenant, thus holding us accountable, both
individually and collectively, to living out those faithful vows we routinely make to God
and each other. The last two commissions, Administration and Structure, focus on the
realities of being an actual church, thus ensuring that the first five commissions are
supported through the effective and responsible management of time, personnel,
structures and money of the church. This S.W.E.E.P. model of Service, Worship,
Evangelism, Education, and Pastoral Care is commonly used in churches.
The first section of this project will cover my strategy. The second section reflects
the research of theological views of stewardship as a way to discern further what
stewardship means through written resources of scholarship. This will be a chance to
reflect even further on a broader view of stewardship to be developed in a parish. The
third section will be examples of each month’s commission area offering and summary.
I’ll provide excerpts from my sermons, Vestry members’ teaching blurbs in the monthly
meetings, Vestry newsletter articles, and when relevant, a description of a corresponding
special event. In the fourth section, I will describe my congregational context and a
chance to examine the data to see if there is a change in actual sharing one’s gifts from
one pledge campaign to the next and results from a survey following this project’s work.
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In the fifth and final section, I will analyze the project as presented in a broader definition
to the congregation and how I plan to continue to use this concept in our future ministry.
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Introduction
I have served in three congregations, two as the rector and one as an assistant. In
each congregation Stewardship basically happened one time a year for about two months
leading up to the moment to turn in the pledge cards. Then the word “Stewardship” was
never spoken of again until the next fall and we would follow the same pattern all over
again. Not only was the definition of Stewardship limited, it was viewed overall as a
negative, the business side of church.
I have tried various pledge campaign models during the financial side of
Stewardship. Some bring in better response than others, but still it was a laboring time in
our shared life together, especially on the clergy and Vestry. In addition, we have done
the typical Ministry Fair to kick off the program year resulting in a few sign ups again
after much laboring to make the event happen. From this laboring of business as usual, I
began to discern what the congregation was really missing. Analyzing different
Stewardship Campaigns is not part of this project. I sense that the connection of our
individual gifts and the gifts of the church importance as holy and spiritual pieces for
God was largely absent. Congregations, first of all, need to know what gifts their church
already has at work in bringing in God’s Kingdom and how to better connect their gifts to
these ministries.
Seeing each ministry as a part of whom they are, celebrating those parts together
and supporting each part to increase the ministry should be done together for God. This is
Stewardship. When this happens then we can share in giving glory to God and empower
others to find where they, too, can give of their gifts. Being “Good Stewards” helps us to
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recognize the gifts and duties needed to help support those ministries in our church. All
that sounds great to preach about, but I wanted a more comprehensive format to really
test that if by planting a seed we would begin a shift in the church culture of viewing
stewardship much broader and life giving. The following is the project I implemented and
the results found in my parish over the last year and couple of months.
Since being called in August 2013, as Rector of a program- size church, I found
many similarities with the previous churches where I have served. Churches all want to
grow with new members and some want growth spiritually too, but all missed the broad
stewardship connection as part of the growth once the notion of Stewardship discussion
moved away from only the budget. I believe one of the keys behind potential growth
begins in becoming aware of the importance of all the ministries currently taking place.
To simply know what those ministries are and how they are currently serving God. Being
able to articulate ways to serve God is empowering parishioners to share in the Good
News.
I want to help churches embrace how supporting each ministry, even if it is as
simple as being able to explain its existence and purpose to someone else, can enable
them to better fulfill their baptismal promises together on Sunday mornings and so much
further beyond. The basic idea of Year-Round Stewardship came from A Manual for
Stewardship Development Programs in the Congregation, which states it best, that, “We
grow in grace through steady participation in worship and ministry.”2 I have hope that
this format will help my church family and possibly others to become even better
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stewards in all ministries and thus grow more spiritually as a faithful community. I
created a sacred space for this exploration to begin to unfold, not all at once, but starting
with one year at a time.
The focus of a space is to help draw us closer to God, so I followed this sound
wisdom: “From the very beginning of a stewardship program, when you create a sacred
space and opportunity for people to pray, a place for people to both listen to and respond
to the call of God, miraculous things can occur.”3 By exploring all our gifts within a
Year-Round Stewardship, we can empower ourselves in being good stewards together as
a church. I hope this approach will not only increase financial support, but more
importantly, help shift the culture of the church towards becoming the faithful stewards
our Baptismal Covenant calls us to. It will hopefully empower congregants to invite other
community members to share in the great work taking place both at our church home and
within the community-at-large.
Articulating a basic understanding of all our ministries gives us an opportunity to
connect with new and old members through the use of their gifts. Helping people to make
these connections might enable growth both individually, and as a community spiritually,
into those baptismal promises. As The Manual for Stewardship Development Programs
in the Congregation articulates how, “The opportunity then, is to discover ways to grow
grateful and generous hearts for the spread of God’s Kingdom.”4 With this in mind, my
project thesis is as follows: An intentional strategy of year round stewardship, coupled
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with preaching focusing on all areas of stewardship in church ministries, will increase
awareness and growth in all aspects of the church.
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Chapter 1 A Year Round Stewardship Strategy
My strategy for this initiative began by organizing my church’s program year
through focusing on the seven umbrella areas of ministry (“commissions”) already in
place, one month at a time. The seven commissions are Service, Worship, Evangelism,
Education, Pastoral Care, Administration and Structures. The first five commissions
have been around for some time as “a common understanding of imperatives in the
1970’s was Service, Worship, Evangelism, Education, and Pastoral Care (SWEEP)”5. I
still prefer those areas as they easily tie us to the questions asked of us in the Baptismal
Covenant. A Covenant is meant to hold us accountable, both individually and
collectively, to living out promises we make to God and each other. The last two
commissions, Administration and Structure, were added for the realities of being church,
while ensuring that the first five commissions are supported through the effective and
responsible management of time, personnel, building structures and the finances of the
church. This organizational structure works well for us.
Each month, a specific commission was charged with promoting, recruiting and
educating us as a church to its specific area(s) of ministry. The way we are set up, each of
the seven commissions includes two Vestry persons (including the two Clergy) assigned
to them. We did not focus on a Commission area during times like Advent and Lent, in
order to give full attention to those two seasons in which church activity is the busiest for
our formation. The summer is also avoided because many ministries simply do not take
place in those months. Before a Commission’s assigned month, I worked with each
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Vestry pair about what being good stewards in their specific commission area meant to
them. I depended on other’s guidance in the field of Stewardship. “To achieve maximum
effectiveness, Stewardship Education must be a year-round program. Some formal
teaching is done every month in a year-round program. It may come in a task, a sermon,
an adult education effort, monthly newsletters and weekly bulletins.”6
Vestry Tasks: The designated Vestry Members opened each Vestry meeting of the
month prior to their assigned month introducing their topic(s) of ministry, focus, and
event, as well as encouraged sign-ups to recruit new people to become involved in a
ministry(s) in that commission area. Introducing it first to the Vestry gave us an
opportunity to talk further about that ministry area and how the church leadership could
better support those ministries. From their book Climb Higher, Scott McKenzie and
Kristine Miller reiterate that is a way to, “Invite each ministry area within your church to
create a visual representation of the ministry they do.”7A church wide event/ activity
helped to bring awareness to a ministry and invited church engagement in that ministry
area. This challenged the Vestry to create a culture of faith, forcing folks beyond their
comfort zones and towards a deeper reflection of, “whatever they feel touched or called
by God to do.”8 The Vestry Members also submitted a newsletter article of what they
thought it meant to be a good steward in their area on their assigned month for the
congregation to hear their reflection. The entire Vestry agreed to these tasks before the
project began.
6
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Preacher’s tasks: Charles LaFond’s book Fearless Church Fundraising suggests
that, “… spiritual-life preaching and teaching, formation and encouragement year-round.
If the clergy and laity are doing it well, then the stewardship sermon ends up being best
preached by the Holy Spirit.”9 Following the Vestry’s discussion at the meeting and
reading their newsletter article, I took in all that had been said and discerned what God
wanted to share with God’s people through a Sunday sermon. The key component for me,
as a preacher, in this project was to be intentional in crafting a seed planting sermon. It
was a time for me to reflect as a leader of the faith community on what it meant to be a
good steward in that particular commission’s focus area. I did not realize how
challenging it was to make a theological connection of our current life through the
Biblical story without giving a laundry list of “do this and that” type of sermon.
Instead, I wanted to help congregants to grow spiritually through those
stewardships sermons while educating them on the importance of that area in our life as a
church. I strived to speak of just one or two examples of being a good stewardship in
each sermon. Again the sermons were guided by the reflection of the Vestry’s work, what
the planned event entailed, and through some study of stewardship resources on that
topic. I was intentional, going through the first Year Round program, to keep the sermon
very basic, using the natural first definition I understood myself. Throughout this first
year I strived to draw us back to the Baptismal Covenant so to help connect all the
commissions together throughout the liturgical calendar year.
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Here is the format used during those seven focus months and in this project to
help keep things organized:
Church Liturgical Season

Month

Good Stewards Topic/ Theme Commission Area
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CHAPTER 2 Theological Views of Stewardship
I went into theological scholarship from various published resources. The purpose
helped to create the next level of education around what it means to be a Good Steward in
all our Ministries. My desire was to affirm what we naturally know and how we might
dive deeper into the meaning of being a good steward in each of the seven areas of
ministry. For the sake of organization, I will use the same format in this project’s work
following the sequence of the seven commissions through the year. I plan to continue to
use this format in the years ahead to allow a possible shift in the church’s culture not only
with their views on stewardship, but more importantly living more fully into the
Baptismal Covenant. This research allowed me to explore how a broader view of
stewardship could continue to be developed from the current and previous years of
theological scholarship.
Service (Outreach)
Orlando E. Costas in the late 1970’s wrote that the gospel needs to be carried out “by
the making of disciples”10 We are called to follow Jesus all the way and teach others to
do the same, but this is not meant to only grow our numbers. Costas raised a valid
prediction which might be one factor of our current decline, falling into the focus trap of
building our own churches up. We are not doing mission so to build an empire (numerical
enterprise), for our own gain. Costas points out that building a church empire mentality
softens grace and the “life in Christ has been watered down.”11 Instead we revisit our
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purpose which as he insists is, “The call to follow has a fundamental objective:
participation in the mission of Jesus.”12 He wrote in a time that many churches still were
doing well in the sense of numbers, but had started moving away from the outreach as the
essential core in the Christian life. This trend began happening as I was starting my life
(born 1975), but what about today? I realized early on in my ministry I needed a resource
to help articulate this trend through the last 40 years and some ways to return to God’s
mission.
The resource I have used to help educate my churches of these changes in church life
is a book by Kevin Martin called 5 Keys for Church Leaders; Building a Strong, Vibrant,
and Growing Church. Forty years later, we reflect on the results of moving away from
outreach, as top heavy leadership models grew stronger. Martin says that as church
leaders we “understand that our culture has made the old profession model of ministry
that worked so well during the first half of the twentieth century obsolete. (9)” The
minister model still around when I was born was more like minster’s being chaplains to
the parishioners: we go see them in the hospital, birthday parties, share the sacraments
and just be available as needed. This was an in-reach notion of being church, only taking
care of the people inside our churches. These days of professional pastor or chaplain are
gone, now we are called to be “team missionary leaders.”13 This means a return to a
shared mission model, which is a return to making disciples.
We are all called to seek ways of helping the church connect again with greater
community needs. This ministry belongs not to just a few, but to everyone baptized. I feel
12
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wholeheartedly that ministry belongs to every neighbor, whether they are baptized
members or not. To embrace this desire to reach out to our neighbor’s means the whole
church becomes ministers who reach out, not just the clergy in the plastic collars and
maybe a few lay leaders. What we need is the ability, again using Martin’s words, so “to
function in teams and with teams of people.”14 We move from the solely in-reach or
empire focus (our needs) towards an outreach (others) focus.
More and more scholarship, since my ordination ten years ago, has reiterated this
same crucial point in regards to thinking about being good stewards to others. C.K.
Robertson says the same of how, “God calls us to be stewards not just of one another, but
of people outside our church’s walls. Like evangelism, outreach is not apart from
stewardship but a part of stewardship.”15 Being good stewards in service to others in each
church is not only important for the church to remain relevant in a changing world, but it
takes us back to the mission work of making disciples by sharing the Good News with
“Others”. The “Others” are outside our walls. Outreach enables us to become part of the
hands of Christ in the world, giving of ourselves in service to others, not for an intention
of a gain (empire) in numbers but for the gain of the gospel. Once we really start asking
the question of what being good stewards of service looks like, we should find the answer
is an ongoing dialogue for the mission of the church, to help make disciples for God.
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Pledge Drive/ Administration.
This is the month when the Pledge Campaign occurs. In October, like in many
churches, we start to think about the next secular calendar year and our minds quickly
shift to money. I have grown in my own understanding of financial stewardship as it
moves us heavily towards relationships, first with God and then each other. Building
responsible relationships is central in the Baptism Covenant and my growing
understanding of faith. I appreciate Mary Louise Gifford’s book, The Turnaround
Church, where she shares how, “Folks in congregations are led into a deeper relationship
with God, self, and others as they live into being good stewards of the finances, the
buildings, and the grounds of their church and as they take on the challenges of the past
to create a different future for the church. As Christians who believe that Jesus Christ was
indeed both human and divine, our responsibility is to get our house in order.”16 I have
found in order to help the conversation around financial stewardship shift we must return
the conversation back to our relationship with God. For a congregation it means speaking
of the past in order to celebrate the joys, acknowledge the need for forgiveness with the
mishaps so we may learn from them and not to continue to repeat those fallbacks. This
can allow us to begin to strengthen or rebuild relationships as a community moving
forward. The habit of constantly looking ahead, asking what does God want next of us?
Moving forward means taking ownership of our relationship with God and the
community where we worship God and seeking to grow closer to God. Being a good
financial steward is the action of answering such questions. If we do not participate in
getting our house in order then how can a house stand to serve God and others?
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Getting our house in order first means we recognize that this house and
everything and one in it belong to God. The church is simply on-loan to us for this given
period of time. We take ownership of that responsibility to allow God’s house to point us
to mission. This keeps us from the trap of ownership of church property, making the
walls more important than the mission. This is difficult for many in the church to
comprehend. Craig Nessan explains it well in Beyond Maintenance to Mission saying, “In
our times, the starting point for all Christian stewardship is the question of ownership. In
the liturgy, we claim that God is the one who endows us with every gift, every
possession, even the breath of life. Yet such an assertion runs against the grain of
everything an acquisitive culture teaches us about the meaning and purpose of life.”17 The
closer we grow closer to God the more we realize that God places everything in the trust
of our care, to be used to carrying out ministry for God. Nessan reminds us in,
“Theologically speaking, God is the owner and we are stewards, answerable to the owner
for our management of what does not belong to us.”18 Yet we can remain confused of
God’s ownership as we struggle to let go of controlling the life around us through our
finances. Letting go of such control allows for more God space to help us grow.
If we compare controlling our financial stewardship to someone wanting only a
little baptism, not too much water so it does not get the christening gown wet. C.K.
Robertson points out how it is like starting to drown as, “We gladly go under the water,
but not entirely. We are proud of the 2 ½ percent we give to the church, but the rest
belongs to us, and no one – not even God – will tell us what to do with the rest of our
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time and our treasure. We choose how much of ourselves to hold back. We maintain
control. We are Vikings. We are owners.”19 We are happy to share of our financial
stewardship with a minimum amount so our lives remained predominantly controlled as
financial lives thus we are impacted a little instead of letting go and sharing as we should
for our spiritual growth. We shift to a new place in our shared community life where we
live for God and become aware of the blessings God has given us in our life.20 A greater
awareness of God’s gifts leads to a greater desire to share gifts abundantly.
A common assessment is that those who give generously, give all of themselves
generously, not just financially. It is a reminder of the importance of helping people to
find ways to share in the ministry of the church. The concept of the church is both
building God’s Kingdom inside our worship walls and out in the world. To help make us
aware of all the ministries so we can better discern where God needs us to share in the
work ahead. Henri Nouwan once said we should see, “Asking people for money is giving
them the opportunity to put their resources at the disposal of the kingdom. To raise funds
is to offer people the chance to invest what they have in their work of God.”21 Seeing
stewardship as an investment of our whole being returns us to the importance of spiritual
growth.
Embracing the opportunity to grow spiritually creates a space for conversion and
gives a new definition of stewardship. In their book Climb Higher, Scott McKenzie and
Kristine Miller say “Stewardship is about conversion, about God blowing the breath of
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life into people’s hearts and wallets. Consider this definition of Christian stewardship:
grounded in gratitude, revealed in prayer, and lived in faith.”22 The relationship side of
financial stewardship is why we ask people to share during Pledge Campaigns how the
church has shown them Christ during difficult times and created a space where they feel
safe, loved and closest to God. We share our own conversion stories how God enables us
to grow spiritually through the support of a faith community.
The business minded people of our churches can sometimes only want to talk
about the numbers and project a community focus on the budget. As church leaders we
are to help point back to the church’s mission and our work to help welcome future
generations, thus making disciples and to the needs of the greater community. Again we
move the focus from us to others. In his book Fearless Church Fundraising, Charles
LaFond gives a helpful summation to end this section on with our call always going back
to God’s mission:
“”The work we do in stewardship is not primarily about funding the budget of a
church. Rather the work is about helping people to have an open relationship with
Christ without guilt lurking in the shadows or shame hiding in the basement. God
rejoices in our enjoyment of most of our money and simply asks that a portion be
returned as a symbol.”23 He further warns what has become a reality in our
churches since he stated how, “… churches that do not start now to improve how
they plan their mission, how they communicate their mission and how they ask
for pledges to support their mission will find their budgets decimated and their
doors closed within one to three decades.”24
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Evangelism
As the groundwork is laid with Service to others, then taking us through the Pledge
Campaign, the next natural step is with Evangelism. I have found it important when being
a good steward in Evangelism is to be a better investigator than a projector of our own
views on others. We are called to listen more even to those who are not attending church
anywhere. Author Steve Hollinghurst reported, “A Survey for English Heritage in 2003
found that 40 percentage of the population in our cities said that they visited church
buildings as spiritual places… engaging in a private spirituality.”25 Instead of discounting
those who exclaim they are spiritual but not religious, we should instead investigate what
exactly does that mean to them. Instead of seeing such statements as part of the problem
we see them as a window for conversation in order to gain greater insight in a way to
view church differently. It is a positive start when someone is seeking spirituality because
then we have a place to begin a discussion. A place to explore with them how we might
discover new ways of being church which creates space for those hesitant of the
institution of church. We go and learn from our neighbors. This reminds us that there is
hope in the realities of this secular life and challenges that come with living together.
Jesus has always called the disciples to share in God’s plan if we truly want to help bring
God’s kingdom.26 It begins with a true desire to ever expand the notion of being
hospitable.
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The book The Study of Evangelism: Exploring a Missional Practice of the Church
points out how the start of Jesus’ ministry and through the disciple’s ministry hospitality
was a common aspect of the Christian mission. “From both giving and receiving
hospitability with strangers the church grew as the New Testament witnesses to through
people opening their homes to others for the sake of ministry (Act 1:13; 2:46; 5:42; 9:43;
12:12-17; 1Cor. 16:19; Col. 4:15)”27 To be a welcoming congregation, means we
welcome them “to come as you are.” We restrain from passing judgement and just meet
them exactly how they come, which might include their current understanding of what it
means to be “spiritual not religious”. This is not complicated stuff once we can see what
our church looks and feels like to an outsider. It begins with the website, signage and how
folks are greeted. The difficulty comes with an honest assessment of the congregations’
attitude in worship style and how the parishioners interact in the community beyond their
own walls.28 A truly welcoming community is experienced and not explained.
A genuine church community exudes Evangelism Stewardship by displaying the love
of Christ and inviting them to come as they are to the table to share in the blessings of
following God’s Son. I think Walter Brueggeman said it best of Eucharist importance in,
“Breaking of bread. Nothing is so elemental as solidarity in eating, where we are bodily
engaged with each other.”29 Community meal sharing shows the hunger of the
congregation to receive the spiritual nutrients needed to care for others. This certainly
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includes welcoming them with open arms through our open minds of how we might
discover new things through a guest breaking bread with us in church as community.
Worship
Worship is an area of our life together that can bring great energy, both positive and
negative. I remind people that the two areas where everyone in the church always has an
opinion: the music and the sermon. Yet moving in new ways within our worship is
always difficult when worship is viewed through the lens of personal taste. Being Good
Stewards of Worship always begins with the reminder that we are not worshipping our
style preference, but God. I have spent a lot of time in my ministry trying to bring the
congregation back to God as the central purpose especially in worship. If God is not the
focus then criticism can easily become the focus as we hold on to something that once
was worship.
I have also been reminded time and time again that being good stewards in worship
requires a pastoral presence of helping them to celebrate and then let go of the symbolic
past. Most people live in the past recalling growing up in the church as a child and some
never mature beyond that time. They naturally want to leave worship be for it is the way
we have always done it.30 Teaching, exploring and practicing sets a model to help make
the shift to a current meaningful worship life. Author Mary Louise Gifford offers some
helpful insight of ways to enhance the worship life of a church by using worship
components already in place like teaching the cycles of the church calendar to both
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children and adults. Our liturgical seasons enable us to incorporate our Christian story
following the birth, life and ministry, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.31

Keeping our worship focus on God, keeps us engaged as God’s child in giving God
thanks as opposed to becoming consumers of worship. I have found consumerism
worship the most difficult barrier in ministry. There is so much potential for God to break
through to us in worship it is essential to keep working at it with imagination together.
Craig Nessan explains Good Worship Stewards point towards the gift of imagination that
dwells within us. He articulates this imagination and our hunger for it saying,
“Worship commences in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The
invocation of the divine name signals our entry into another time and space, what
anthropologists call ritual time and ritual space. Of the many qualities that make
for excellence in worship, none is needed more urgently than a profound sense of
imagination. As one gathers for worship, one must be willing to let down one’s
defenses, suspend preoccupations with the “real” world and, like a child, imagine.
What we imagine at worship is nothing other than the kingdom of God, the same
kingdom Jesus proclaimed and lived in his earthly ministry.”32
A performance mentality can easily squash imagination in a worship life by thus
pulling us back into consumerism. We might see a play or orchestra concert on Saturday
night and then expect that same experience on Sunday morning. Wanting entertainment
means we sit back and enjoy versus participation is a logical question asked of us as a
worshiper. Author Orlando Costas commenting on this dilemma, raises the following
question and answer, “Who are the actors in this magnificent service of worship? The one
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who commands most of the observer’s attention is the triune God.”33 We keep God at the
heart of worship while allowing the imaginative spirit to help us to discover new
expressions of worshipping God. This helps to make us stewards, participating in worship
by coming as God’s gathered people and move away from the past. Imagination never
lives in the past or with expectations, but in the discovery of the future, finding God in
surprising ways.

Pastoral Care
How one takes care of themselves spiritually might reflect how they are capable of
caring for others with God’s love? Again Craig Nessan points out that, “Unless one’s life
is rooted in God’s unconditional care, the foundation for caring for others is tenuous. This
means that self-care not only entails attention to diet, sleep, and sufficient exercise as
essential components but also necessarily includes prayers, devotions, and worship. As
one is regularly cared for by the Word and Sacraments of God, one receives a centered
existence that sets one free to care for others.”34
Pastoral Care connects on some many levels in the life of discipleship. Anne Richard
gives one example while addressing “the spiritual, not religious” age. She states that,
“Evangelism starts in the deepest heart of a pastoral relationship. The impetus to pastoral
care is the beginning of the gospel, before we have proclaimed anything at all. We reach
out to those whose lives are filled with searching and wondering, full of joy and hurt and
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awe and wonder, and we help people reach down into the depths of their needs and find
the One they have been looking for. And this journey changes us too, forever.”35 When
we feed others as Good Stewards in Pastoral Care in the end, we discover how full we too
have become in the spirit of God. Even in the commission area of Pastoral Care as
described as In-reach we find there is still clearly a call for an outreach focus as we find
ourselves moving outside our comfort zones in an effort to care for someone already so
close to us.
I have found many avoid caring for others because they do not feel properly trained. I
always speak that over 90% of caring for others is simply being present. Showing up and
sitting with them sometimes gives them everything they need. Taking the sick “bread”
whether it is in the communion form or some other form of basic nutrients. Sondra Ely
Wheeler in her book, Stewards of Life, says how, “The single essential aspect of pastoral
care for the sick and suffering is as mundane and as necessary as bread: it is simply
presence. Before and after anything else one may need to do or say, more crucial than any
advice that might be offered or any service that might be performed, the minister fulfills
her or his commission to serve the people of God just by being and remaining with those
who are sick or dying.”36 Just be there allows us to feed them.
I found great comfort in Michael and Pamela Cooper-White’s book, Exploring
Practices of Ministry. It is a treasure chest of ways to be even better Stewards of Pastoral
Care and as the best way to end this section. They bring us back to basics of listening,
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forgiveness and healing of guilt if only with a simple touch of human contact indicates
you are there for them however they need you. This means we become comfortable in the
silence they might need.37 “Pastoral care involves learning to trust that silence it truly
facilitative. Less is more! A lot of pastoral care simply involves getting out of the way so
that the Holy Spirit can do the healing work necessary.”38 We are not a sounding board,
but one who allows them to process through their situation without trying to give
solutions for them or dispute them. Lastly is the importance of having good boundaries
for them and for us so to keep God as the focus. “Keeping good boundaries, not losing
sight of our own purpose, and caring for oneself are crucial to good pastoral care for
others. We are called to nourish our own relationships with God, and to love our
neighbors as ourselves, but not instead of ourselves. Keeping good balance is a crucial
practice of ministry.”39

Structures
I struggle with defining what it means to be a Good Steward with our Structures.
Since starting this project, I am shifting myself in a new understanding of the value of
both sacred outside and inside space. How the buildings give us a starting point of where
to meet in order to begin ministry in that time and place. It gives our story a location
reference. Nigel Walter’s from Church Buildings for People explains how, “Belonging to
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a church is the means by which we partake in God’s narrative, which is always
communal. Church buildings are the way in which we take part in God’s communal
narrative in a particular place. Narrative is past, present and future-- before, now and
after.”40 With my current church name being All Saints, we hold up those (saints) who
have gone before us through our ongoing life now. I continue to bring our church focus
back to mission and discipleship and the necessary discernment of the church not to get
stuck on a structure focus. We have tried to offer some worship experience beyond our
walls.
We have used more of our outside space more intentionally in the midst of this
project. Being outside has allowed us to place fellowship and worship side by side. We
break bread together around the altar first in the Eucharist and then around a picnic table
in cookout. For those who drive by to take notice of both acts being holy in a way of
being community. Nigel writes, “This is why it is particularly nice to see congregations
using their outside space in a semi-public way—for example, for a barbecue or for the
children’s activities. This outside space then becomes that initial zone of engagement, the
congregation’s open face to their community, and the place that demonstrates the life of
the community within. If well-managed, this threshold space will convey a sense of
welcome and of being open to making friends.”41 The more powerful message than
worshipping without walls is worshipping without doors, welcoming in the others. This
helps make a statement that we want our neighbors to see both who (God) and how we
worship God.
40
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Going outside and even to other worship spaces as a church allows us to set a
sacramental stage, being “an outward and visible sign” as God’s children. We had our
first outdoor service over a year ago. We witnessed how the outdoor service aided in
shifting the culture of the church. I think it is partly because we were able to see how
worship happens with the faces people instead of the aesthetics of certain sacred spaces.
We have held three more outdoors since then always followed by a cookout. On those
Sundays, attendance increases partly because church members like inviting others to
come and worship with us in a unique, meaningful way. This is a service they like to
show off to their friends. They feel comfortable being evangelists and invite their friends
simply to come as they are.
Since we worship the majority of time inside, it is important to come back in the
Structures. For this I encourage us to continue to think of mission and ask how our space
is helping in our mission. Asking for the perception of our neighbors might help us know
if we are on track. Nigel writes that, “In the context of Mission-Shaped Church, how does
our community see us, and is a conventional church building a help or a hindrance? Are
we seen as the closed religious club at the top of the hill, marginalized irrelevance to our
neighbors, or as a dynamic group of people that brings life to those we touch in every part
of our community…? Like it or not, it is seen as the footprint of the church, and therefore
of God, in our locality.”42
Two final points are very helpful in the current age of seeing non-denominational
community churches popping up all around which brings pressure whether we should set
42
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up a new shop like them in order to attract the younger, cooler crowds. The answer is no,
sacred space should resemble something different than coffee shop but aesthetically
welcoming and warm to those looking on from the outside.43 Walter gives a great
question to ponder about our space, “So, if your building were a person, what would they
be like? How well do you really know them? … Perhaps in the same way it is time to
engage with our buildings, for our own benefit as much as theirs.”44 This is my challenge,
to continue to investigate our inside sacred space more so to know it better, which makes
it easier to want to share the space with others.
Lastly I was drawn to the book by John Golv called, Our Stewardship: Managing
Our Assets. Golv helps us to see how our structures affect other ministry areas so vital to
the church of today and for tomorrow, while being attentive to those gifts being used to
maintain the space. He writes how,
“The stewardship of building and grounds requires a team that ensures good use of
resources. Many people take for granted what this team does. There is more to this
work than waxing the floors, mowing the lawn, and keeping the roof intact. There are
larger expectations. The faithful offering of building and grounds is visible when
visitors have the sense that the property is as open to them as anyone else, because of
what is done here, and to whose name it bears witness. Then the property team can
see purpose and joy in their work.”45
Structures like with everything in the life of being church should conclude back to
that reminder of ownership. Goly reiterates that “God owns the building and grounds.
God is the owner and we are stewards who care for the property on the master’s behalf,
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according to the master’s wishes.”46 In our time of ministry we use the space, share the
space, and care for the space so those who follow after us can continue their faith journey
for God’s mission in that place.

Education
Being a previous school teacher, Education helped to guide me personally towards
ordained ministry. I was blessed to understand that teaching was always so much more
than covering the subject matters. Teaching was preparing my students for a responsible
life as contributing citizens of our community. Similarly the church should be preparing
us for contributing discipleship in the church which has to include the larger community.
Author Craig Nessan points out that the church’s track record in Education has not
always been the best. He references Matthew 28:19-20 of the Great Commission and
writes, “While the church over the centuries has been relatively successful with the
baptizing charge of this commission, the making of disciples and teaching dimensions
have been too often left to happenstance.”47 In order to for a church shift around the
importance of going out to share in ministry to happen there must be ongoing teaching
and formation present in our lives.
I have pondered from time, but really never have spent great energy reflecting on the
lives of saints until this past year at All Saints. How can we help form disciples through
improved understanding of the saints? Nessan points out how, “Like those early
Christians generations, we need to model of saints and martyrs who witness to us the cost
of Christian discipleship. And need to focus on how Christian people connect to their
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faith with ministry in their daily life.”48 We are just starting to learn to embrace our name
sake of our parish (All Saints) after much time together in formation over the past year.
We are now beginning to see the gift of the saints before us and our call of being saints of
the present too.
Another challenge is how to carry education into the life of all five generations
actively involved in many of our churches today. To seek ways to have the same topic
being taught at different times to various generations in applicable ways for each in order
share in those lessons together. Again Nessan sheds some light on this challenge of
teaching from age zero to hundred, comes down to disciple leadership for, “A
congregation is better served to develop excellence in leadership and content in its
educational programs rather than providing numerous offerings shallow in quality.”49 I
have tried starting with large group teaching whether of adults, children or youth to
implement leadership skills and faith building. I have not found much success because
there is not away to connect a concept with a specific ministry area. This was somewhat
in an easier task, because you had very little staff so running the day to day operations of
the ministry required laity leadership.
A starting place is through the biblical story and seeing how our own parallels in
God’s characters of the world.”50 As we move from the biblical story working through
God’s characters there then we can continue with the ongoing characters of the saints
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throughout history. Nessan says, “The testimony of the saints offers a tremendous
resource for Christian education. Whereas discussion of religious doctrine and
theological concepts may be perceived as abstract and irrelevant, we can enliven the
discussion of Christian truth through biographical study, demonstrating what the
teachings of the church meant to real people at particular moments in history.”51 Biblical
people and saints give us a great teaching context.
The Episcopal Church has been thought of as a teaching church but being good
stewards of Education calls us to learn as much as we teach from each other, especially
those whose lives are different than our own lives. Education is a shared journey. Pamela
and Michael Cooper-White, in Exploring Practices of Ministry, write how, “Christian
education is not a matter of putting information and beliefs into students, but rather it is a
matter of coming alongside and sharing in a mutual process of teaching and learning.”52
We cannot be naïve to the larger world around us and should utilize education in a way to
help people to seek understanding of those who are different from us. This not only
teaches tolerance of differences, but also how much we can gain from each other. All this
takes us back to lessons of loving your neighbor as yourself, which includes learning
from your neighbor too. Pamela and Michael further explain how, “Christian education is
becoming increasingly multi and intercultural, as the North American church itself is
recognizing the richness and importance of cultural, gender, and other forms of diversity.
One of the aims of formation, then, is to equip Christians for respectful, constructive
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dialogue amidst difference as one expression of the wholeness of the Gospel message of
love and justice throughout the world.”53
All this to say Being Good Stewards of Education requires an ongoing course of
learning which includes formation in shifting cultures around us. Churches always must
be willing to learn, also yearning to grow spiritually and so we can carry out God’s
mission faithfully. It is fair to say if Jesus was anything, he is a master healer and teacher.
What can He still teach us, should always be asked of disciples, especially of the clergy
and leaders helping to form others.
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Chapter 3 The Examples: sermons, teaching blurbs and special event
1) Pentecost

September

Christ’s hands in the world

Service (Outreach)

Candidates for Baptism are asked; “Will you seek and serve Christ in all persons,
loving your neighbor as yourself?”54 The Christian community engages in SERVICE
because it is called to serve all humankind as brothers and sisters in Christ. As Jesus said,
“Inasmuch as you have done it unto the least of these, you have done it unto me.”
(Matthew 25:40) This commission oversees the OUTREACH ministries, in which we
strive to be Christ’s hands in the world.
The September 2014 All Saints Newsletter raised the question, “What’s the Future of
Service and Outreach at All Saints Episcopal Church?” Outreach is at the heart of
everything we should do as I continue to tell the congregation. Still I was pleased to see
in the newsletter from Senior Warden the following statement that “Personally, I have
heard Brent say on several occasions that any part of the church that isn’t tied to outreach
is dying. So how do we do this?”55 The Senior Warden then pushed the congregation’s
involvement by answering this following question and ending with an invitation.
“We anticipate engaging the parish in a discussion of where we want to concentrate
our outreach/service efforts so that we can make positive changes in our community
as well as others outside Richmond. I believe we will end up identifying several
specific areas of service where we can concentrate our efforts and really have a big
impact. We’ll be able to do this because All Saints has many areas of strength that we
can (and will) call on to develop our service/outreach plan. Examples include our
music program, our facility, and the many professional and technical skills of our
parishioners. All of these can be leveraged to create a better community, both here in
Richmond and in other places as well! I believe that when we work, love, and serve
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as a team we will really make a difference to the people and the communities who
need us most. I think that’s what it’s all about – All Saints uniting as one team to
become a selfless force for improving the lives of others. Please come join us!”56
The church wide activity came in the form of a survey created by the Senior
Warden and the Service commission for a response to become more engaged in reaching
out to others. Once the survey had been created it was available using Survey Monkey or
a paper copy placed in bulletins and throughout the church. The survey responses have
been used as a guide moving us forward from the collective input of the church. Two
other projects started were a large Community Garden and a Furniture Donation Shed for
a homeless family ministry in our city. Everything grown in the garden is being given
away to Food Banks and other community non-profit groups seeking fresh produce. Our
men’s group took the initiative to raise the money needed to purchase a nice size shed
which collects furniture and household items for homeless families ready to move back
into a permanent home after completing a local transitional program (called Caritas)
while staying in local churches in our community. Now at one end of our church property
is a garden and at the other is a shed showing “an outward and visible sign” of Outreach
being the bookends of our physical space and purpose. Another Service activity we did
was a five week Adult Sunday Forum using Dwight J. Zsheile’s book called People of the
Way: Renewing Episcopal Identity. This wonderful book helped to give us a new
definition for being good stewards in outreach, beginning with service towards others
locally.
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In my sermon, using Dwight’s words, I reminded us how, “We may find it easy to
forget that being chosen or called in Bible “is not a privilege but a responsibility.”57 By
finding the struggle of going where and when we are called for the mission field of God
brings us into understanding our own personal identity with God.58
I quoted a poignant story about Melissa from Dwight Zscheile’s opening a
chapter.
“Melissa had left the church long ago, in her early twenties. Frustrated and angry
at the dualism she experienced in the conservative Baptist faith of her childhood
and youth, she spent years exploring pagan and Buddhist spiritualties. After her
daughter was born, Melissa struggled with two years of depression, during which
time she also suffered a few miscarriages. At an utter loss, she sensed a leading
one day to seek a Protestant church where communion was offered every week.
She simply wanted to pray and receive the comfort of the Eucharist.” She found
the Episcopal Church. Going in, “She remembers thinking, I am defective… The
lectionary readings that day happened to be all about bread: manna from heaven
feeding the starving Israelites, Jesus as the bread of heaven. What she heard
whispered in the liturgy was this: You aren’t defective. You’re hungry. Eat.”59
To live faithfully as followers of the One who calls us to gather, so we might be
transformed all for purpose to, “… go and work in the vineyard today…” (Matthew 21:
28) We gather to equip ourselves to do the work of ministry. Like with Melissa, God’s
work begins with the individual coming to find God in an authentic community to be fed
first and then for their identity to be found and used.60 As Episcopalians we struggle with
going out to learn from our neighbors as opposed to going out to impart our own
knowledge upon our neighbors.
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In my sermon I shared how the Israelites asked of Mosses and the chief Priests
and elders asked first with John and now with Jesus, all the same question, “By what
authority do you do these things?” (Matthew 21: 23) The answer is summarized in the
prayer said over the baptism water: “We thank you, Almighty God, for the gift of water.
Over it the Holy Spirit moved in the beginning of creation. Through it you led the
children of Israel out of their bondage in Egypt into the land of promise. In it your Son
Jesus received the baptism of John and was anointed by the Holy Spirit as the Messiah,
the Christ, to lead us, through his death and resurrection, from the bondage of sin into
everlasting life.”61 God has chosen each of you. God chose Melissa who is now
confirmed and leading a healing team in her church. The church must become again a
place with an identity of mission, starting with those who come into our doors and then
going to those who are outside thirsty and hungry.62

2) Pentecost

Oct./November Time, talent & treasures Pledge Drive/ Admin.

Administration: This commission includes three sub-committees: Executive Committee,
Finance and Pledge Campaign Committee. The Executive Committee meets monthly
before the Vestry meeting to set the Vestry agenda and includes the wardens, clergy,
treasurer, and clerk. The Finance Committee: works to provide for both the financial
(fiscal) and physical maintenance of the church. Pledge Committee chairs the annual
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pledge campaign created each year, any capital stewardship programs, the endowment
program, and planned giving aspects.
In the October Newsletter the Treasurer and Clerk used their piece to mainly
educate the congregation on the typical administrative duties expected of those two
positions. Then they ended with the following question and personal reflection. “Why is
this work important to the mission of the church? The activities of the church must all
be carried out with the understanding that we are good financial stewards with the many
gifts entrusted to us, both short term and long term. The Administration Commission
enables the other commissions to carry out their work by arranging for funding and being
business like in all our dealings. We provide the background assistance so the rest of the
church can carry out its mission to serve God and others.” 63
The activity for October was following a new Pledge Campaign format this past
year by Herbert Miller called The New Consecration Sunday. It is a format that speaks
about percentage giving and encourages the congregation to ponder the question, “What
percentage of my income do I feel God is calling me to give?” in this format several
letters go out and church members would speak during the announcement time on
Sundays inviting people to consider their pledge being tied to their relationship with God
and their church. The entire format leads up to Consecration Sunday when the pledge
cards are distributed in the church service: given five minutes to be filled out in the pews
by their families; and then turned in together; all in the service. The service is followed
by a nice catered meal for us to celebrate being a community. I had used this format in
my previous parish and discovered the same positive and meaningful experience in this
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parish as well. We chose All Saints Sunday, being our namesake All Saints Church, as
the day for the celebration service and lunch.
In my sermon, I started with, “On this All Saints Day, I am drawn to the lyrics of
one of the Allman Brother’s song entitled: Wasted Words, from their album, Brothers
and Sisters. This song speaks of how some of us may feel when we get to this day in the
church year, as the band has belted out: “Well, I ain't no saint And you sure as hell (heck)
ain't no savior. Every other Christmas I would practice good behavior.”64 Although I
cannot help but love this song, I do completely disagree with its theology. I believe we
are saints; yet often simply only aim to practice good behavior, like when we practice a
golf swing or ‘being good’ in December in preparation for Santa’s list. Yet to grow
closer to God means to mature spiritually and move away from secular expectations.”65
Romans 12:2 wonderfully reminds us of this, “Don’t let the world around [us]
squeeze [us] into its own mold, but let God remold [our] minds from within, so that [we]
may prove in practice that the plan of God for [us] is good, meets all his demands and
moves towards the goal of true maturity.” For what God hopes for all of us is to draw
closer to God through equipping ourselves to do God’s work. Brother and sisters this
equipping is a true cause for celebration because we recognize by definition that we are
in fact saints simply because we are living as followers of Jesus Christ. It does not mean
we are perfect or even close to it, but we are striving to identify our life for Him, not just
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at Christmas or Easter, but every day between birth and death. Here is another portion of
the sermon.
“The very first beatitude speaks to this in Matthew’s gospel today, “Blessed are
the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.” (5:3) Being poor in spirit
means recognizing continual room for growth in our spiritual life. We first have to
wrestle with the word poor. We have to move from an earthly definition to the
heavenly definition. The heavenly definition is to start seeing money as another
gift from God entrusted to us to share in building God’s Kingdom. It helps move
us from relying on our secular hesitations of whether we like the priest, carpet
color, or a hymn. And, instead, it moves us back to our baptism, our spiritual
beginning, when we or someone who loves us promised to raise us in the faith so
that we, too, may practice a life of truly believing, praying, loving, and giving.
This means spiritual growth is never over.”66
Herb Miller, the stewardship author, poignantly said, “The goal of Christian
stewardship is the faithful management of all that God gives, so that God can use our
gifts to transform us spiritually and to reach out to others with Christ’s transforming
love.”67 We know this: God does not need our money. But God knows that how we share
of all our monetary gifts reflects our spiritual wellbeing. I ended the sermon reiterating
that, as growing saints today we celebrate the work of ministry we have done together in
the past and anticipated joy of our work together in the year to come. For this, today, we
invite you to participate; we invite you to celebrate!68
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3) Pentecost November The Hospitality Gene Advent Event

Evangelism

Evangelism: At Baptism we are asked, “Will you proclaim by word and example the
Good News of God in Christ?”69 Declaring the Good News of Jesus by word and deed
for all to experience is a basic task for the Christian community of faith. This commission
oversees our parish efforts to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ in such a way as people
are led by the Spirit to accept Jesus Christ as Savior and serve Him as Lord.
The Newsletter authors quickly raise the natural hesitation we have with the word
Evangelism. They wrote an online definition is “the spreading of the Christian gospel by
public preaching or personal witness.” They honestly painted a picture of what
Evangelism meant to them.
“So we are not talking about some crazy preacher traveling from town to town in
a caravan or a 24/7 television personality asking you for money! So – spreading
the Christian gospel by public preaching is something that most of us are not
going to do. But spreading the Christian gospel by personal witness is something I
can get my head around. Actually, the more I think about it the more I realize its
importance. I think of all the wonderful things I have “personally witnessed” at
All Saints. My confirmation and wedding, children’s baptisms, the love and
support we received when my mother died, the beautiful music, the stellar
sermons, singing Silent Night with my family and church members holding a
lighted candle on Christmas Eve, the fun social events, etc., etc., etc. These things
are easy to share with others – or “spread” to others. We are all Evangelists when
we spread the Christian gospel by personal witness. So, fellow All Saints
Evangelists, Beth and I are issuing you a challenge!”70
This commission really took hold of opportunity to define their commission and
invite the congregation into an actual Evangelism act through challenging church
members to invite someone to our Advent Event. This was our special event for this
69
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commission, which is a family social event held annually the Sunday afternoon of
Thanksgiving weekend to celebrate the beginning of the Advent season. We have an
oyster roast and drinks outside for the adults on the patio, Christmas/ Advent crafts, food
and drink for the kids, and activities for the youth right inside from the patio in our parish
hall.
These Vestry liaisons created nice invitations with envelopes which we then
handed out to parishioners challenging them to take home 10 invitations to address and
send to anyone they wanted to outside of our church. There was some hesitation and push
back, expressing an awkwardness to invite other people themselves. This was followed
by some who initially felt that the Vestry or Staff should send out the invitations if they
provided the names. This gave me an opportunity to speak in a forum setting about
welcoming others as part of our making disciples and pointing back to our baptismal
covenant. Eventually all those gathered accepted the challenge. We were intentional for
the event not to be on Sunday morning or after lunch and to be geared towards all
generations. We had an incredible turn out of over a 100 folks with about 50% being non
church members. They came because they were personally invited from someone they
knew. It was the greatest success of all the special events held during the duration of the
project and, with some pushiness, it helped people to live into being a Good Evangelist
Steward.
My sermon was the Sunday before Thanksgiving and the Advent Event to
continue to encourage people to take on the challenge. There was difficult local news on
my folk’s hearts around a beloved university (UVA), so I also made a pastoral connection
with an evangelism connection.
46
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“For me and probably for all of you, recently I have found myself especially
wanting to find any place to feel safe. We may seek some sanctuary in the midst
of the news of physical and verbal abuse in our schools and beloved universities.
We then hear of more shootings at schools and places like Ferguson, MO, which
are still raw in our minds and alive in the media. What does it mean to be a good
steward of evangelism? Evangelistic stewardship means we invite and then
welcome those without a safe community. We invite all into a different place not
protected by guns and riot police or laws. The church, instead, is a community
armed with prayer, acceptance, feeding, and exploring how to really love our
neighbors more than our selves. We are a place not trying to give answers but
instead asking questions amidst the uncertainty of inhumane behaviors swirling
around us. We invite them to join us in making sense of where our King is in the
chaos of this world. The world needs more of these communities of sanctuary,
where true safety brings a vulnerable person to discover strength in following our
Savior. We embrace and trust Christ our King to work through us in caring for
those here and out there. We also hear the charge today to seek to welcome those
who wait to be welcomed.” 71

I wanted to make sure they heard the encouraging words on this Sunday that Jesus
said, “I was a stranger and you welcomed me.” (Matt. 25: 35) A stranger is someone who
does not know that they are just as important to God as you or me. A stranger is someone
who feels alone, unaware of the safety of God’s delight and purpose dwelling in them. A
stranger is someone who waits to hear this Good News, which we are told in scripture but
more importantly experiences it in community.72 Then I ended saying that, I charge us
all to end this church year by welcoming someone who is out there waiting to find God’s
doors, to hear they too are important to God, welcome and safe. Share this Good News!73
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4) Epiphany (gifts)

January

Celebrating the Liturgy

Worship

Worship: Candidates are asked in the Baptismal Covenant, “Will you continue...in the
breaking of bread, and in the prayers?”74 The congregation in its WORSHIP declares its
praise and glory to God, our worship involves offering ourselves to God so that we might
be transformed and empowered to do His will. This commission oversees all the worship
ministries.
Following a desire to do the best pastoral care and liturgy above all else in
ministry, being a good steward in the area of worship is important. Last year a long time
organist retired on December 31, 2014 and we hired an interim Music Director so we
could have a year of discussion and discernment before preparing a profile and
interviewing candidates for the permanent position. We treated the search process the
same as when seeking a new rector because of the importance of music ministry in my
current church. Our special event for the month was an open forum two weeks before the
sermon focused on the music transition. It gave us chance to begin the conversation and
for me to hear what aspect of being Good Steward in Worship they were starting with.
They needed to be challenged in order to start thinking differently about the music
ministry and worship in general. Our Lenten Series was devoted to experiencing different
ways music is used in liturgies around the country and world within our Anglican
tradition. The sermon was geared to help set a difference between preferences (taste) and
corporately worshiping God together. I began by sharing a personal story of another
church.
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“In hindsight, the experience reminded me of when I tried to visit an old historic
once-Episcopal church in Charleston as a college student. It took me three visits
until I finally was able to worship there. The first two times, I arrived in plenty of
time but struggled to get a parking space. Then, when I arrived to the doors, the
ushers would not let me in, because the opening hymn had just started. Such
stories come to mind on this day when I will address what it means to be a good
steward of worship. For if we do not look at all ministries together as being good
stewards, then we can easily fall victim of becoming consumers of ministries. Our
liturgies enable us to experience an informed theology of who God is and who we
are to God. If the liturgy, our worship service, does not invite us into finding new
understandings of God’s Kingdom, then why do we gather? We gather to grow
for God’s Kingdom, we gather and then go for God. William (Bradley) Roberts of
Virginia Seminary stated that the “Liturgy at its best is like a family meal, rich
with hospitality and the deep connections that result. If the larger concern is the
family’s being together, we will tend to endure minor disagreements over the
menu.”75 The importance of worship is gathering together to find God, share God
with others, and celebrate God’s story into our lives through the prayers,
scripture, and singing which guides us to the table to be fed and then sent out into
the world to feed others.”76

I continued to help flesh out our need to look away from ourselves and instead to
God. I shared that, “Being good stewards is to go deeper within our belief in the
Kingdom of God…to go deeper in whom God is in our life today and dropping any nets
we might carry that prevent us from going forward. For this challenge is much more
than we think, which St. Paul makes clear this morning to the Corinthians. Paul's letter
brings a sense of urgency and commitment, which means we might follow Christ against
the expectations of one's family, one’s own upbringing.”77 I ended with this great worship
quote from a blog, “Worship isn’t about how we feel. It’s not about our likes and dislikes.
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It’s not about our tastes. It’s about how we believe. That’s why it’s important. That’s why
we have to talk about the meaning behind what we do in corporate worship.”78

5) Epiphany

February

Community Spiritual Growth

Pastoral Care

Pastoral Care: Our Baptismal covenant calls us to, “strive for justice and peace among
all people, and respect the dignity of every human being?”79 We are to honor and nurture
one another, and care for one another through life’s entire journey. These are the
promises we made at Baptism; promises that we vowed to keep “with God’s help.” We
are dedicated to offering worship, ministries, and service opportunities that will address
each of these vital aspects that constitute being a church. The purpose of this commission
is IN-REACH, or the care, nurturing and fellowship of our parish membership and
friends.
Pastoral Care is also called Parish Life, which covers a multitude of ministries in
every church. It is important to take care of the folks but that in-ward focus cannot
become our sole attention as stated earlier. In the Vestry members’ newsletter articles
they were wise to be aware of the downside of overdoing Pastoral Care while
encouraging folks to be more engaged together in ministry. Usually getting involved for
things that benefit the church members is a first step for someone to share of their gifts.
They start with this theory and then find ways people can get involved.
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“We believe that every member of All Saints has a vested interest in getting to
know and taking care of each other. This means we encourage each other,
celebrate together, learn together, and support each other in happy times, unhappy
times, and all the times between. To that end, we have many opportunities to do
all those things: Breakfast crew on Sunday mornings, ECW, Women’s Group,
Men’s Club, Funeral Hospitality, Lenten dinners, first Wednesday dinners,
Trained Lay Caregivers, Lay Eucharistic Visitors, and T-Tap (Theology on Tap)
for 20 – 30-year olds, to name a few. Each of those groups can always use more
members, and we encourage everyone to join one or more of them.”80

My sermon launched into an example of a community being hurt by a leader’s
actions. The hope was to raise the fact that we recognize no one is perfect and being in
community means we are always offering healing and forgiveness to one another.
“Recently, the Episcopal Church has been greatly saddened by the story of
Suffragon Bishop Cook from the Diocese of Maryland who, just a couple of
months ago, killed a man riding his bike because she was both intoxicated and
texting while driving. The result of those actions publicly revealed to the greater
Episcopal community the demons of substance abuse within one of our own
leaders, a Bishop. Out of the story came a darkness that still hovers over the
church and especially the family of an innocent father of two children. The
destruction caused by Bishop Cook’s demons dwells far beyond the Diocese of
Maryland. A family’s greatest fears became reality as a result of a church leader’s
inner struggles. Understandably, many people are lashing out with questions of
how and why?”81
I spoke of how we are successful in hiding those things we struggle with and give
the sense to secular world and faith that we are fine. I suggested we instead view the
church like a hospital where people come for healing. “For like all ministries, God wants
us to be good stewards of caring for ourselves, so to have health while we work through
our fears.”82 Then I raised some questions hoping to draw them into the importance of
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being good Stewards in Pastoral Care followed by a personal practice as one way to help
invite God into caring for ourselves and others.
“How many of us, right now, have another person or persons dependent on us?
How many of us worry about the well-being of loved ones daily? How do we own
those feelings so they do not escalate into debilitating demons? We articulate our
fears. We seek pastoral care in our daily fears? Am I a good enough father to my
sons? Am I a good enough father to this congregation? Yet the faith question is do
I believe Jesus Christ can heal me from those fears which encompass my life?
Several times a week, I push myself towards a space of prayers. In my prayer
journal there are only three categories: my thanksgivings, challenges, and for the
sick. The order of thanksgiving, challenges and sick is very intentional. Each
month I write a new list and what I find often is that those things and people once
listed on the ‘challenges’ and ‘sick’ lists eventually move to the ‘thanksgiving’
list. Even if the sick die, there is thanksgiving for their lives. As followers of
Christ, death leads to our final healing through our resurrection. When I pray in
the week for those joys and fears of my life, I say them out loud to take
ownership. I found this to be one of most effective ways of doing Pastoral Care,
speaking what is at the heart.” 83
On this Sunday I decided the activity for this commission area would be invitation
to put into practice. I spoke about the sacrament of unction. Unction is one of the 7
sacraments and uses, “oil as an outward sign of God’s active presence for healing.”84
After defining unction I ended the sermon with the following invitation and allowed them
a safe place to care for themselves. “Therefore, I end today with an invitation of Pastoral
Care through the sacrament of unction for healing. God wants to hear of our challenges.
What fears are troubling you? I invite you to come to acknowledge to one of the priests
over the next few minutes or to simply pray in your pews over your thanksgivings,
challenges and those who are sick. Seek to experience God’s grace through healing and
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remember we never have to walk alone.”85 Three priests went out and at least half of the
two hundred people gathered on that Sunday morning came forward to one of the priest. I
had never done this before in a Sunday service and was moved by the incredible
response. Many church parishioners continue to share with me to this day how
meaningful that Sunday experience was. The Sunday experience is still bringing new
discussion towards enhancing our current healing ministry.

6) Easter (Resurrection) April

Sustaining without worshipping our Structures

Structures: Buildings and Grounds includes Junior Warden, past Junior Wardens, and
individuals focused on specific sections of property. This is a new Vestry position to help
us in being even better stewards of our sacred spaces in the most experienced hands.
In Pastoral Care there is a careful line of only thinking about doing and caring for
ourselves? Within the commission of Structures or Buildings and Grounds is another
ministry area where churches can over focus their stewardship attention. Church
members who seek distractions from making disciples and living in the promises made at
baptisms would rather spend enormous time and energy talking about things like paint
color or aesthetics instead of ministry. I see the both the blessing of our space and inward
focus burden our space can have own our life in doing God’s ministry as a church.
The church activity for this commission was a routine church workday always
held on the Saturday before Palm Sunday to spruce up the building and grounds for
Easter. The typical 40 or so folks come out for nice breakfast and couple hours of work
around the church plant. It is good work and does help more people to take notice of the
85
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great needs of maintain to our large space inside and out. As I struggle with finding a
balance of being Good Stewards of our Structures, as I always want the conversation to
come back to the people (disciples) as opposed to space. This struggle is heard in my
following sermon.
“Life matters most while the house, the shell, is always secondary. The house is to
serve as a place where we can grow together as a family. Likewise, when the
shepherds gather all the sheep in the stone fence for the night, the actual gate is
the physical body of the shepherd. The gatekeeper becomes the literal word, the
one who lays its life down every night at the only entry place of the sheep’s
house. Any wolf would have to go through the shepherd to get to the sheep.
Still, today many churches share the challenge of being good stewards of our
structures without losing focus of the sheep. A real danger for churches is the fact
that we watch the sustainability costs rise for our buildings while the numbers of
sheep we see on Sundays shrink. Yet, one must note that the number of
attendance shrinking results from a trend of less frequency of members coming to
church as compared to just 15 years ago. Church leadership seems to routinely
bang their heads against the wall not really knowing why less people on average
come to church. A result of this struggle is to instead place increased attention to
the structures themselves. I have listened to many churches fall victim of too
much focus on their space. Yes, we are called to be good stewards of our church
buildings, but not distracted by them.” 86
In unpacking the message I shared that, “I think the answer to this dilemma is
found in John’s gospel today when Jesus said "I know my own and my own know
me..."(John 10:14) Jesus calls us to go deeper than the grass surface in our faith
communities.”87 In becoming and making disciples there is a call of seeking greater depth
in one’s faith. The willingness to be really engaged in a church community requires a
trust to share deeper for great understanding of God and our purpose as one of God’s
sheep. Yet I know, “We are comfort creatures at home, at work, and especially at church;
yet our shepherd focuses on the sheep in the community. Instead we look to each other as
86
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we listen again to lessons of Jesus.”88 I think being Good Stewards to our Structures will
continue to be a balancing act. I hope the sermon planted a seed seeking a healthy
balance.

7) Pentecost

September

Learning from Biblical stories & ours

Education

Education: The Christian promises at Baptism to, “continue in the apostles’ teaching
and fellowship.”89 EDUCATION is essential to this commitment. Educational efforts in
the Church help to strengthen the community of faith, and equip members to serve in
various ministries. This Commission’s primary responsibility is to oversee the
educational ministries of our parish, both children and adults.
Originally I had planned to do this last commission in May, but when it came time
it just did not feel like the right moment in the life of the church year. Therefore I decided
to start the next program year in September with Education. With the importance of being
Good Stewards in the ministry area of Education, I thought it would get lost in the
wrapping up on the program year as summer quickly approached. I felt with Education
commission being highlighted at the start of the next Sunday school was a better way to
encourage all generations to be ongoing learners of God’s lessons of love and mission.
However, I did write a newsletter piece in May on Education for the congregation to
ponder some questions as they went into the summer so to take on a small step for
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formation. In this newsletter, I first drew them back to our Mission Statement as
something to hold unto of our work together.
“At the Annual Meeting the following Mission Statement for our church family
was adopted for: “All Saints is a church “…equipping the saints for the work of ministry
and building up of his body…” (The Book of Common Prayer, page 533) “Equipping the
Saints”, being the simpler phrase to be guided by.”90 We are blessed to have some helpful
resources we can use to stay connected and growing to our God, even if we are away at
the mountains, river or beach in the summer.
“Basic tools of Holy Scripture and our own Prayer Book can help to discern our
own faith as a Body of Christ (Church) and as individual followers of Christ. To
become grounded in Scripture is to become part of God’s story through un-going
formation in every way possible. What does a Sunday lesson, hymn and liturgy
tell us about God’s story? How are we being invited to recognize our own story
within it? How can we empower ourselves to share those discovers with others
beyond our own walls? One of the greatest strengths of the Episcopal Church is to
be a thinking person church. We want to continue to grow. The hardest thing is
the willingness to share it with others beyond this place to people who want to
know more. They do not want to know more about us as All Saints members, they
want to know more about God. They seek a place where they can ask tough
questions about God and be formed themselves.”91
The church activity for this commission was held on the two weeks following the
Labor Day Weekend. First it is important to note the recruitment by the Vestry liaisons
and Christian Education Committee members that made this year start off with a success.
Last year we had only ten teachers however this year with a great recruiting effort we had
over thirty teachers and leaders. The first activity was a half day Saturday training session
in order for all the new and seasoned teachers to feel prepared to teach and lead in their
90
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assigned area of Education ministry. Then on the second Sunday in September all the
teachers and leaders hosted an open house prior to the start of the service where parents
and students found their Sunday school classroom and met their teacher. The entire
month they had the Education Ministry fair displays showcasing all of our offerings or
children, youth and adults set up in our parish hall. Teachers and leaders were present on
Sundays to answer questions to help get families acclimated to our education offerings.
The third Sunday in September we took time in the church service to commission all the
teachers and leaders as a parish. This allowed the whole church to witness the devoted
parishioners who would be sharing in our formation and our great effort to enrich
Education.
The Education devoted month of September ended with my sermon. I picked up
where the May newsletter article left off and continued with all the positive momentum
from the Vestry liaisons and committee leader’s tremendous efforts. The focus of the
sermon was to help the congregation to use the basic tools we are blessed with to make
Education an on-going aspect of our shared formation process. I preached that, “If
Education is done well in the church then it leads to formation, short for transformation,
our goal.”92 I used a significant resource from my summer research for this project which
added to the framework presented in the newsletter piece. The resource I quoted in my
sermon and throughout this project came from Craig Nessan’s book, Beyond
Maintenance to Mission: A Theology of the Congregation. Nessan said, “Three words
summarize the goals of an effective congregational Christian educational program: to
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learn, to think, and to live the Christian story.”93 My sermon continued how,
“Transformation happens when we live the Jesus story into our own lives. Nessan
reminds us that we are blessed to have three resources to begin our Education: the Bible,
The Book of Common Prayer, and the saints.”94
I used two stories of St. Francis and Pope Francis, to make a connection that
despite their different time periods both can help us to see how Jesus’s story continues to
be written through the life of the saints. Saints are those who follow the life lessons of the
saints of the past and present because they all follow the life of Jesus in their own day and
time. Studying the saints in Christian formation can help to connect our lives and journey
with the significant life of the saints we have in our church calendar. The last Sunday of
September was the perfect time of the year to make these connections with St. Francis’
Feast Day approaching and the Pope’s visit to the United States that upcoming weekend.
I used St. Francis’s story to connect us with the perspective of Mark’s gospel around
having salt.
“Yet St. Francis was so much than just a lover of animals. He was also known for
his love of the Eucharist,95 and for the creation of the Christmas crèche
or Nativity Scene… Francis of Assisi who upon his return from war “lost his taste
for his worldly life.”96 In losing this desire of what the world teaches is also found
Mark’s gospel today through the meaning of salt. Salt might be seen as grace.
Grace is something we cannot own, for grace is of the goodness of God. Yet grace
is something we can strive to grasp to have in our life. As Mark says, “Have salt
in yourselves, and be at peace with one another.” (9:50) Jesus disciples were
93
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falling into the trap of creating a Jesus class as they whine about others casting
out demons. So Jesus begins to teach. Jesus is always teaching. As Jesus
continues to teach we know whether it is taking root by means of causing to think
or not. To think about our life and identify the “great millstones” hung around our
neck. For Francis he first recognized it was the clothes. As he removed them,
what he thought about God quickly changed and how he viewed other people,
animals and creation itself. Francis spiritual education moved him to
transformation.”97

Being a Good Steward of Education first should draw us back to fact that Jesus
was a teacher throughout his ministry. Also tying in the facts that our name is All Saints,
we have large collection of Tiffany Windows and Mosaics depicting various saints, and it
is a perfect third tool, according to Nessan, along with Bible and Prayer Book to
incorporate into any Christian formation ministry. I also tied in the importance of St.
Francis being attributed to prayers in our Prayer Book, especially around when we are
sick, dying, and dead. In very important times of our life, St. Francis legacy is there in
our prayers. In this saint’s story we hear the scriptural connection and prayer connection
from our Prayer Book. The saints model a Christian lifestyle closer to our own time with
a message of how we can grow closer to the life Jesus desires for each of us. On this
point I concluded my sermon:
“To be good stewards of Education and all ministries is to make disciples for

building up Christ’s body, which means we strip, tear or cut off anything we
discover holding us back from what Nessan describes as living in the Christian
story. This is what I hope for all of us that we take hold of deep desire to learn
about God and allow our thinking of this earthly life to change in order to walk
closer to God, like Francis. This is hard work, but we are blessed with a starting
place. We have some solid text books and saints around us. Yet we should never
limit ourselves to learning about God in only the walls of any place. We
remember how St. Francis found a beggar outside of Rome. That beggar taught
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him more than you or I ever could about Jesus. We gather here on Sundays only
so we too can return out to the world with a new story to live into.98
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CHAPTER 4 The Congregational Context and Data
All Saints has been a part of the Richmond community in Virginia for over a
century. The history began in 1883 and the first All Saints service was held on Christmas
Day, in 1888 in downtown Richmond. The congregation increased tenfold and the vestry
decided to construct a new building. That cornerstone was laid on December 7, 1898, and
the first services in the new church were held on Epiphany Sunday, January 7, 1901.
Then in response to the migration of families westward from the City of Richmond, the
congregation decided to move. In April 1955 they were offered and gladly accepted a site
adjacent to Roslyn Conference Center owned by the Diocese of Virginia. So after a
couple of relocations, All Saints settled in area of Richmond that continues to grow all
around us.
We have over 700 registered members ("communicants") with an Average
Sunday Attendance (ASA) of 250 people. We are sustained by our parishioners' financial
commitment with over a $700,000 of pledged support along with $4.4 million
endowment and additional gifts that bring our total annual operating budget to around a
million dollars today. We have a staff of four full time employees and sixteen part time
employees doing ministry in various ministry areas including a thriving Preschool
Program. I am in my third year at All Saints with the hopes to turn the church around
from a significant decline in overall numbers over the last ten years. One of our
challenges is maintaining a substantial size church plant with a church that seats over
800+ people and over 350 parking spaces. All Saints is a place filled with enormous
potential in a church now over 130 years old. We have the typical growing pains with
change but there are many wonderful and faithful people who are embracing new ways of
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being church together for God’s work. From the changes made together over the last
couple of years we have experienced a regrowth in all of ministries with both new and
established members from various generations.
We look forward to the years to come as we live into our adopted Mission
Statement and what we believe. Mission Statement: All Saints is a church equipping
the saints f or the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ.99 I like N.T.
Wright’s modern translation of this verse from Ephesians 4:12 that he translates to
saying, “Their job is to give God’s people the equipment they need for their work of
service, and so to build up the King’s (Christ's) body.”100 The basic definition of a saint is
anyone who is a follower of Jesus Christ and living their life in His example. We want
All Saints Church to become a place for spiritual formation where people can discover
their own gifts and then find ways to share their gifts in the work of ministry. In this
Ephesians’ letter, Paul introduces that great phrase “the body of Christ”, which calls us to
be the hands, feet and speech of Christ in the community in which we live. We want All
Saints to be a place where all God’s children are welcomed, taught to love selflessly,
explore different ways to pray, experience music, and see the greatness of God’s gifts
shared with us. We want All Saints to be a place where we ignite participation in all the
gifts God has given to us and then share in the work of ministry.101
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The evaluation aspect although important became difficult to measure both
quantitatively and qualitatively. We have monitored the fiscal giving number and the
numbers of those actively participating in ministries before and after the start of this Year
Round Stewardship Project. The conclusion of the 2016 Pledge Campaign is one
indicator of more work to be done and yet the pledges are still coming in as of January
2016. The preliminary data appears to place us in the same financial place this year as
last year. With the guidance of Kathleen Cahalan’s book, Projects That Matter:
Successful Planning and Evaluation for Religious Organizations, I created and
distributed a general survey with a variety of types of questions to assess greater insight
of what the congregation had gained from this project.102 The survey was given out a
month prior to the Annual Meeting (February 7, 2016). Further conversation and
feedback will be taken at the meeting. A copy of the survey is found on the last page
followed by those results and responses from the February Annual Meeting.
Two groups I found very helpful which I continued to meet every 4-6 weeks was
my Preaching Group and the Vestry. They gave me feedback on how the seeds being
planted through this project were taking root, as well as the response being heard and
observed in the congregation. My current preaching group is comprised of eight
parishioners from various demographics of my congregation who I have been meeting
with since my arrival two years ago. The Vestry, in our monthly meetings really gave
tremendous insight in the monthly commission focus over the course of the project.
These groups along with my own direct observation, even though they are subjective and
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impressionistic, did reveal what I perceive as behavior and church shifts. Here are some
examples of those direct observations.
In regards to Evangelism a new website and logo were created through fruitful
conversation around creating tools that would signal to people outside our current church
we are welcoming, alive and want to share God with others in new ways. These two
examples enabled fruitful conversations as a parish to retire old models of Evangelism
and to become open to new models through new eyes looking at the church. Another
recent change was to move away from a multi paged monthly newsletter format for
communicating, to instead a weekly digital newsletter thus spreading the content out over
the month. In regards to Service or Outreach we have started hosting Red Cross Blood
drives on Sunday mornings for our community. This has given us a “hands on” way of
supporting our neighbors. Our community garden is growing and the food is being given
away. Our donation furniture shed is helping homeless families to transition back into
housing with necessary furniture. We are addressing the challenge of our suburban
location and the desire to participate in other forms of Outreach off site. This requires for
us to travel at least ten miles into the City of Richmond. We began a “New Bus”
campaign to help make this travel easier for groups to leave from the church and go do
ministry with others.
The most profound result of all the conversation around stewardship has been the
Endowment Board researching, funding, and helping to hire a Director of Shared
Ministry. This is a new position for our church. The Endowment Board has agreed to
fund a ¾ position over the next three years as we believe in the importance of getting
people to discover their gifts and then connect those gifts with a ministry. Making the
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discipleship connection is exciting to see unfold. This congregation appears more aware
of all the ministries taking place and the need to invite others to join them in the work.
This Director of Shared Ministry position is helping to equip us with the gifts needed to
carry out the ministries in this church. This person is also helping to shape how we run
the Annual Pledge Drive and becoming another voice outside the Vestry and Clergy to
talk about the theology around stewardship from a financial and service perspective.
In worship we have made two very big transitions for this parish. The first being
an 8 month conversation around moving from Morning Prayer as the chief service on
Sunday mornings and towards Holy Eucharist. The second was a 10 month conversation
around our music ministry following the retirement of an organist of 27 years. In both
conversations we talked about being Good Stewards of the present and future. This first
meant to acknowledge and celebrate parts of the past. There was a lot of prayer, forums,
surveys and wrestling over the two heated subjects of music and Morning Prayer. Over
the course of both conversations we did lose a handful of family units naturally wanting
to hold the church’s future hostage with an in-ward focus of comfort. However, as it
typically does, we have also gained new members because the tone of the parish is
looking forward and outward more. New neighbors hear and see the difference in the
church and are coming and staying. All this conversation, sermons, activities around
being Good Stewards, I believe is bringing All Saints back to a place of mission. It does
not mean it has been easy, but through the discomfort of the changings we are starting to
feel like a parish that is both alive and guided by God.
Another noticeable difference is being discovered in the mission quality of goal
setting. Our church life practices the important art of setting goals both as a staff and
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Vestry. Orlando Costas agrees that, “Goal setting is important because it permits people
to think about where they ought to go and to check themselves on the way. Are they
going in the right direction? If not, why not?”103 Staff evaluations are done half way
through the year to give me a chance to sit down with each staff person to talk about their
progress in their goals and to discern how I might be able to help them to reach their
goals. The Vestry now does a Mutual Ministry Review as a way to check in together with
our goals and ministries. This past year using the seven commission areas the entire
Vestry spent time in a worship during our annual retreat discerning goals for each
commission as a whole group, which we found both refreshing and productive. Now in
the goal setting the language of being Good Stewards has helped us to better articulate
our work for God.
Another result of this project has been a shift with how committees do their own
work. We have helped people to rotate off committees in three years as opposed to
serving indefinite terms. New chair persons are now also taking shape so to get new gifts
and perspectives in the work entrusted to us. People are intentionally discerning when it
is time to step down or let go. In our staff transitions we have felt new wisdom to look
ahead at how we support God’s mission in this place using the gifts we have to share. We
now have clear job descriptions to empower the specific ministry work we have been
called to do. The staff is worshipping together 2-3 times during the work week with
Morning Prayer and Holy Eucharist. We are also breaking bread in fellowship routinely
and enjoying being a sounding board to each other. The church has really been surprised
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by the energy the cohesive staff is bringing the entire parish. We are trying to model the
shift we seek for this entire parish as being one body in fellowship, work and worship.
With each new staff position transition a different search committee was created.
The energy and focus of each committee talked about the future church and gifts needed
to move there. The Vestry liaison in that ministry area in which a staff position was being
filled worked hard to keep the Vestry and committee’s focus on a new model of ministry.
I was energized being with almost 30 people who served on one of the four search
committees. Now when a new staff person comes on board they naturally have support in
the parish and connection to a commission area. These are only a few examples of a shift
starting to take place in All Saints where we see ourselves as stewards working together
to support God’s mission in this time and place. It is a blessing!
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
As stated in the beginning, I believe one of the keys behind potential growth
begins by becoming aware of the importance of all the ministries currently taking place.
Being able to articulate ways to serve God is empowering them to share in the Good
News. I want to help this church embrace how supporting each ministry, even if it is as
simple as being able to explain its existence and purpose to someone else, can enable us
to fulfill the baptismal promises we make together on Sunday mornings to go so much
further beyond. The basic idea of Year Round Stewardship was so, “We grow in grace
through steady participation in worship and ministry.”104 Although there has not been
pledging changes, I do feel this congregation has grown in our involvement of our shared
ministry better connected to our baptism and making of disciples.
Completing this project while living in the midst of such a changing congregation
has been a blessing to me in many ways. The greatest blessing is what I have learned
from the laity. It was easy for me to dive into the scholarship around these commission
areas, but hard to zero in on one sermon theme for one sermon at a time. I was pleasantly
surprised by the effort of the Vestry and other church leadership in processing their
designated commission area. The Vestry’s perspective gave an honest sense of where the
starting place was for the laity in this place. Their perspective, that of my preaching
group and really the entire parish spoke of the history of this place and insight for my
sermons about the future. Hearing more of the theological history as opposed to the
institutional history has opened my eyes to their low understanding of the sacraments.
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I have been surprised to discover what “low church Virginia” actually means,
especially in Richmond. In my parish there is “low” understanding of the sacraments
importance in our life specifically around Holy Eucharist and Baptism. I believe there is
such an importance of breaking bread together being held up in our corporate worship,
which is why Morning Prayer was addressed so early on in my ministry here. Corporate
worship thus calling us to being community in prayer as opposed to individuals. Being a
community focused on God instead of just a group of people personally focused on
preference and individual faith. Through teaching, preaching, and experiences we
recognize how God moves us towards a Stewardship beyond self. Breaking bread as a
whole church and in smaller groups, like with the staff and Vestry, has increased our
connection to God and each other. This transformation has been felt and seen.
I think this project has helped to plant some of the seeds that are now producing
spiritual fruit. Now there is a sense to be fed more by upholding the Eucharist as a crucial
piece to our shared life together. The Baptismal Covenant has also drawn us back
towards the water for this growth to happen. We frequently return to those questions
asked of the candidates and congregation who are “witnessing these vows”. This return
has helped us to check in whether we are on the right spiritual track as good stewards. Is
it all about us or God? The very questions in the Baptismal Covenant being tied to one of
the commission areas is now seen printed at the top of agendas for various meetings and
more importantly being heard in the heart of discussions and decision making as a
church. The covenant with God has become the starting place out of those Baptismal
questions. There has also been a shift in me.
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Personally covenant references are now routinely seeping more into my sermons,
newsletter articles, teaching and daily conversation with this parish. This has been
transformative for me to be more intentional in discerning how good stewardship comes
from those faithful promises we make together at every baptism. I am now planning to do
more teaching this upcoming year, beginning with my staff to help to develop a strong
foundational stewardship in their faith. Since the staff now interacts constantly within the
various tenants of stewardship, I see them as the first line of offense to help people to
keep our focus on God’s mission. As the staff interacts within their specific ministry
areas I also planning to turn greater teaching attention towards the Vestry and other key
leadership roles as we do this important work together. This notion takes me back to the
sense of learning from each other a shared formation. To welcome God, to help shape the
church through its leadership, working with God’s gifts (people) instead just the Rector’s
vision. Henri Nouwen said, “I wonder how many churches and charitable organizations
realize that community is one of the greatest gifts they have to offer. If we ask for money,
it means that we offer a new fellowship, a new brotherhood, a new sisterhood, a new way
of belonging.”105
The intention of the project was challenging the congregation to see Stewardship
as part of our full life together. I am glad to recognize a broader definition of Stewardship
is helping us to move away from the very limited understanding around the “Stewardship
Drive or Every Member Canvas”. Through the staff’s and Vestry’s leadership and the
congregation’s involvement, we should be able to continue to better articulate all our
ministries. Therefore, we can support each and invite others whose gifts match a ministry
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of their interest. “The goal of Christian stewardship is the faithful management of all that
God gives, so that God can use our gifts to transform us spiritually and to reach out to
others with Christ’s transforming love.”106
Of course I would like to have seen a stronger numerical outcome from the pledge
drive. I do feel the outcome is realistic considering two small factors and one major
factor. One smaller factor is the fact I have only been in the parish for over two years.
The other smaller factor is that we have had significant worship and staff transition
throughout the year of this project. The major factor is that leading a congregation
through any culture change, especially how they view Stewardship, never happens
quickly. As we continue to live into this model of “Being Good Stewards in Every Aspect
of Our Community” I sense that this culture’s thinking about stewardship will remain
shifting. It is exciting to watch and to be part of the movement. The preaching of
Stewardship was a refreshing challenge which I continue to incorporate into my sermons.
The preaching of stewardship through the texts of Mark’s Gospel in Year B was a
nice ongoing Bible Study. It has been a nice challenge to preach about being good
stewards without quickly introducing the topic but instead allowing it to unfold through
the sermon to illustrate stewardship in the commission area. Planting a seed gave us
something to begin to unfold in that area of ministry and into a way to see our connected
life together as a church. I was hesitant to introduce sermons with a notion of which area
so people who are not engaged in that ministry area would not decide whether they would
listen further or not. I tried to intentionally ease into each Stewardship topic sermon with
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relevance to the whole church. I witnessed the sermon as the best way to reach that
largest audience present on Sunday morning or those who watch the sermon on line, via
YouTube from our website if they were absent that particular day.
What is next for us? We are discussing ways to live into a full stewardship. As a
parish we need to move even further away from only our numbers telling our story,
instead, towards increasing visual pictures of ministry and people carrying out our whole
Stewardship narrative. We are approaching budget presentations this way. “One of the
most effective methods of communicating your budget as ministry support is through a
ministry-focused budget… a powerful way to demonstrate the life-changing impact of the
ministries your annual budget (member’s contributions) supports.”107 All Saints wants to
break down our commission areas showing how we are living into each of the baptismal
promises we make. In February at our Annual Meeting with the help of a parishioner who
is a professional photographer, the treasurer, and the Director of Shared Ministry, we
showed our stewardship in action through a narrative budget presentation. Also at this
meeting, I asked for a response from the congregation of the following two questions for
each of the seven commission areas: 1) What does it mean to be a Good Steward in this
_____ ministry area? 2) Does this definition draw us back to our Baptismal Covenant?
These answers are an extension to the general survey filled out the weeks leading up to
the meeting. Together between their responses and a financial storyline we seek a desired
focus around God’s mission. The aim is to keep a focus of our future ministry on disciple
work: mission. The responses to both the questions and survey show growth in our
congregation’s recognition that we are called to be Stewards in all our ministries.
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In Cliff Christopher’s book Whose Offering Plate Is It?, he writes, “Do not lose
focus on your mission, lest you suddenly wake up and discover that balancing the budget
has become your mission. For instance, do not let the finance report be the first report
given in your business meetings. Your first concern should be on how you are making
disciples for Christ, and that should lead off every business session.”108 For this reason
the baptism question is there with the definition of each commission to keep discipleship
as our main business of being church. The Vestry has recently agreed to hire a Strategic
Planning consultant and form a committee so to build upon the momentum of looking
ahead as a mission church. I hope the seeds of the conversation planted in this project
will continue to grow in the work of this committee, staff, Vestry and the church.
Final Note: “All Stewardship Education seeks to invite the participants into a
deeper understanding of their relationship with their Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.”109
Jesus showed us the way to strengthen our relationship with Him leads to a fuller life
with each other. This relationship with Jesus is enhanced through our shared journey as a
church. Implementing this project over the last year appears to have broadened our
understanding of stewardship as a parish. The various observations reveal a shift towards
“Being Good Stewards in Every Aspect of Our Community.” We plan to continue to
follow this format in years to come with anticipation of what God might do with us. I
hope this project might be helpful to other churches wishing to broaden their definition of
Stewardship – to help disciples move from Stewardship as a negative word to an
empowering word, tying us back to our Baptism and mission.
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Transcript of the 7 Stewardship sermons all by The Rev. Brent Melton:
Outreach Proper 21 in 2014 September 28, 2014 Matthew 21: 23-32
Opening:
We may find it easy to forget that being chosen or called in Bible “is not a
privilege but a responsibility.”110 Moses is a great example of being called into the
responsibility of leading God’s people away from Pharaoh. Moses finds the Israelites
themselves, challenging him to quench their thirst in today’s lesson from Exodus. As we
know the larger story the wilderness is where God took the Israelites to prepare them for
their responsibility of how they would, “learn to become a community in right
relationship with God.”111 The struggle of going where and when we are called for the
mission field of God brings us into understanding our own personal identity with God. As
we dive further into that call with faith, we strengthen the vision God has for us. And,
often, the greater the struggle, the greater the clarity in which God’s vision is revealed to
us, when our hearts are ready to receive it.
What are you called to do with your life to live into God’s vision? What are we
called to do together to live into God’s vision as a church? As we dive further into this
call with faith, we discover the vision God has for us. The church is in a place now when
we may face the outcome of being complacent Christians within a lost world. The church
was created for mission and ministry. Yet, much of the church, at least in the Western
World and Europe, has lost its mission identity. Many of us find ourselves in a place of
routine. When things become too comfortable, then our earthly influences and resources
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begin to define us more and more. Thus, we lose our mission identity and therefore our
very purpose to exist. In our secular comforts, we start to look inwardly, instead of
looking outwardly to find and serve God.
Body:
In the book People of the Way (Renewing Episcopal Identity), the author Dwight
Zscheile opens a chapter with this story about Melissa. “Melissa had left the church long
ago, in her early twenties. Frustrated and angry at the dualism she experienced in the
conservative Baptist faith of her childhood and youth, she spent years exploring pagan
and Buddhist spiritualties. After her daughter was born, Melissa struggled with two years
of depression, during which time she also suffered a few miscarriages. At an utter loss,
she sensed a leading one day to seek a Protestant church where communion was offered
every week. She simply wanted to pray and receive the comfort of the Eucharist.” She
found the Episcopal Church. Going in “She remembers thinking, I am defective… The
lectionary readings that day happened to be all about bread: manna from heaven feeding
the starving Israelites, Jesus as the bread of heaven. What she heard whispered in the
liturgy was this: You aren’t defective. You’re hungry. Eat.”112 (43)
In today’s day and age, we live in a world where the self-help section in the local
bookstore keeps growing, while the faith section keeps dwindling down. People either
want to understand themselves alone or by someone painting a life of rainbows.
Therefore, there is a growing market of Christian leaders using a hybrid of self-help and
Christian message to appeal to this growing culture. Yet, authenticity, not popularity, is
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what we hunger and thirst for. We seek something that is not of this world. A place that
challenges us in faith, feeds us and thus revealing a comfort in connecting with our
Creator. To live faithfully as followers of the One who calls us to gather, so we might be
transformed all for purpose to, “… go and work in the vineyard today…” (Matthew 21:
28) We gather to equip ourselves to do the work of ministry. Like with Melissa, that
work, begins with the individual coming to find God in an authentic community to be fed
first and then four their identity to be found and used.
We are reminded through the prophets like Moses and John the Baptist to
discover God and God’s Son, who came to strengthen our identity not by seeking
popularity, but by healing and serving others. As the Israelites did with Mosses and the
chief Priests and elders did first with John and now with Jesus, all ask the same question,
“By what authority do you do these things?” (Matthew 21: 23) The answer is also
summarized in the prayer said over the baptism water: We thank you, Almighty God, for
the gift of water. Over it the Holy Spirit moved in the beginning of creation. Through it
you led the children of Israel out of their bondage in Egypt into the land of promise. In it
your Son Jesus received the baptism of John and was anointed by the Holy Spirit as the
Messiah, the Christ, to lead us, through his death and resurrection, from the bondage of
sin into everlasting life.113
Closing:
God has chosen each of you. God chose Melissa who is now confirmed and
leading a healing team in her church. God chose Moses and told him to bang his stick
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against the rock thus showing those hardheaded people that out of heavenly water comes
the invitation of a new identity to both receive God and to serve God. We still come to
table be fed ourselves for your own healing and reminded of the responsibility to then go
out to serve others. We too are looking for that right relationship with God we each have
been created to have. We look outwardly to find your identity with God. We look out to
discover the enormous potential God is paving for us. The church must become again a
place with an identity of mission, starting with those who come into our doors and then
going to those who are outside thirsty and hungry.
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Administration: (Financial) All Saints 2014 in Year A Matt. 5: 1-12 & Rev.7: 9-17
Opening:
This past week, a great American band, the Allman Brothers, held their last
concert. What a time of bitter-sweet celebration for such a legacy of a band! This group
stuck together as they shared their life experiences filled with joy, sadness and all the
times in between through song. On this All Saints Day, I am drawn to the lyrics of one of
their songs entitled: Wasted Words, from their album, Brothers and Sisters. This song
speaks of how some of us may feel when we get to this day in the church year, as the
band has belted out: “Well, I ain't no saint And you sure as hell (heck) ain't no savior.
Every other Christmas I would practice good behavior.”114 Although I can not help but
love this song, I do completely disagree with its theology. I believe we are saints; yet
often simply only aim to practice good behavior, like when we practice a golf swing or
‘being good’ in December in preparation for Santa’s list. Yet to grow closer to God
means to mature spiritually and move away from secular expectations.
Romans 12:2 wonderfully reminds us of this, “Don’t let the world around [us]
squeeze [us] into its own mold, but let God remold [our] minds from within, so that [we]
may prove in practice that the plan of God for [us] is good, meets all his demands and
moves towards the goal of true maturity.” For what God hopes for all of us is to draw
closer to God through equipping ourselves to do God’s work. Brother and sisters this
equipping is a true cause for celebration because we recognize by definition that we are
in fact saints simply because we are living as followers of Jesus Christ. It does not mean
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we are perfect or even close to it, but we are striving to identify our life for Him, not just
at Christmas or Easter, but every day between birth and death.
Body:
If you ever want to participate in a fascinating activity, get a Bible concordance
which takes every word in the Bible and tells you every passage where it is found.
Perhaps what is even more intriguing is how many times certain words are used in
Scripture. For instance, take the word “believe” which appears 273 times, the word
“pray” appears 371 times, “love” appears 714 times and even more remarkably the word
“give” appears 2,172 times in the Bible.115 These 4 words: ‘believe’, ‘pray’, ‘love’, and
‘give’ lay out the steps necessary to mature fully into our faith. Each step takes time to
work through but leads to the next step and invites us into a process we can cycle through
over and over again in our life with every new relationship. We first have to believe in
our connection to the relationship. The more important they become to us, the natural
step of wanting to pray for them follows. As our love for them grows we turn to God to
help us to love them more than ourselves. Then final step almost occurs spontaneously,
that is to cheerfully give of all of ourselves to those whom we love, pray and believe in.
I must admit that I have never attended a funeral or graduation where people harked on
the costs of the casket or the cap and gown. Instead, we live into the celebration of a life
well-lived and a life still maturing through milestones. I hope that today will be seen as a
time to celebrate whatever milestones have enriched your relationships through your own
spiritual maturity over the last year. Scripture always invites us into a sense of living into
115
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relationships. The very first beatitude speaks to this in Matthew’s gospel today, “Blessed
are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.” (5:3) Being poor in spirit
means recognizing continual room for growth in our spiritual life. We first have to
wrestle with the word poor. We have to move from an earthly definition to the heavenly
definition. The heavenly definition is to start seeing money as another gift from God
entrusted to us to share in building God’s Kingdom. It helps move us from relying on our
secular hesitations of whether we like the priest, carpet color, or a hymn. And, instead, it
moves us back to our baptism, our spiritual beginning, when we or someone who loves us
promised to raise us in the faith so that we, too, may practice a life of truly believing,
praying, loving, and giving. This means spiritually growth is never over.
Herb Miller, a stewardship author, once poignantly said, “The goal of Christian
stewardship is the faithful management of all that God gives, so that God can use our
gifts to transform us spiritually and to reach out to others with Christ’s transforming
love.”116 We know this: God does not need our money. But God knows that how we
share of all our monetary gifts reflects our spiritual wellbeing. Like a close-knit family
band, as a church family we are here to share our life experiences filled with joy, sadness
and all the times in between. However we do so not just through song but also as we give
of ourselves 2,172 times and more to our God who has given us so much.
Closing:
In a moment, we will use our hands to pledge a statement of faith. Most
importantly, is that you write your name and sign stating that you believe in Jesus and
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you believe this is the best place for you and your family to continue to mature in your
faith. You may notice I did not say the perfect place, but the best place for us to grow.
This is a community that will help equip us as saints to do God’s work. This is the place
for us to give of ourselves in building up the Body of Christ. As growing saints today we
celebrate the work of ministry we have done together in the past and anticipated joy of
our work together in the year to come. For this, today, we invite you to participate; we
invite you to celebrate!
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Evangelism Proper 29 in 2014

November 23, 2014

Matthew25:31-46

Opening:
We celebrate the last Sunday after Pentecost of the current liturgical year on this
‘Christ the King’ Sunday. Matthew’s lessons that have been building up to this moment
all year… waiting to reveal that Jesus is the Savior King of the world. Next week, we
enter Advent as we prepare for this King's birth, life, death and resurrection to unfold
before us all over again. When we hear Christ referred to as King, we may sit today
processing those childhood stories where a king was typically either good or bad- all
depending on those fairyland stories. If the king cared for the people entrusted in His
care, then we presume there was to be peace in the kingdom. As followers of Christ,
Jesus has passed his reign on to us and all His own disciples, to aid in overseeing,
building, and welcoming in God's Kingdom.
For me and probably for all of you, recently I have found myself especially
wanting to find any place to feel safe. We may seek some sanctuary in the midst of the
news of physical and verbal abuse in our schools and beloved universities. We then hear
of more shootings at schools and places like Ferguson, MO, which are still raw in our
minds and alive in the media. As we come to the close of this year and yearn to feel
secure, we may innately struggle as we witness so close to home how the basic safety of
God' children is being tested all around us. This ‘end of the church year Sunday’ does not
feel like a closure moment, but one of worry and waiting. We are waiting to hear news
following a Rolling Stones UVA article, the verdict of the officer who killed Michael
Brown and other stories weighing in our own hearts not yet concluded. However, I pray
especially for those who wait without a sanctuary to help them process such injustices
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towards humanity. I pray we remember and embrace the definition of sanctuary as a safe
place where our King gathers us together especially while the world outside continues
falls apart. I pray we can all find sanctuary with each other here today and carry it with us
as we end this church year and enter our new one.
Body:
What does it mean to be a good steward of evangelism? Evangelistic stewardship
means we invite and then welcome those without a safe community. We invite all into a
different place not protected by guns and riot police or laws. The church, instead, is a
community armed with prayer, acceptance, feeding, and exploring how to really love our
neighbors more than our selves. We are a place not trying to give answers but instead
asking questions amidst the uncertainty of inhumane behaviors swirling around us. We
invite them to join us in making sense of where our King is in the chaos of this world.
The world needs more of these communities of sanctuary, where true safety brings a
vulnerable person to discover strength in following our Savior. We embrace and trust
Christ our King to work though us in caring for those here and out there. We also hear the
charge today to seek to welcome those who wait to be welcomed.
Evangelism is a frightening word to the Episcopal ethos. However, there are
people we know waiting to find sanctuary and wrestling with some of the same fears
taking place around us. They are not sure where to feel safe enough to process the pain.
People are waiting to find a place trying to help feed the hungry and offer shelter for
families out of the cold. People are hungry to come as they are into a sanctuary where
they can find a Savior bringing their own theology, pace and life experiences with them.
They are blessing as you are a blessing to God. I am always especially inspired by
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today’s Gospel verse that tells us, “Come, you that are blessed by my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world.” (Matt. 25: 34) Jesus is
teaching us that we are truly blessed inheritors of the ultimate sanctuary made for you
and me from the beginning of time. God delights in us to find a place of safety so to learn
how special we are to God.

This is Good News!

In turn, Jesus charges us today to continue to share this Good News with others
who yearn for this message. When we serve those who wait, with whatever we can offer
of ourselves, we share with them the blessings of God’s promise of security to us. Jesus
said, “I was a stranger and you welcomed me.” (Matt. 25: 35) A stranger is someone who
does not know that they are just as important to God as you or me. A stranger is someone
who feels alone, unaware of the safety of God’s delight and purpose dwelling in them. A
stranger is someone who waits to hear this Good News, which we are told in scripture but
more importantly experiences it in community. Just as we wait for some answers of out
human’s harm, God waits to see our response to those who hurt, are ignored, forgotten, or
missed. God waits to see if we might welcome others into safety, so they, too, may know
they are not alone in this broken world.
Closing:
The charge is pretty clear for us in the Gospel today of the questions we will be
asked at the end of our life. The questions are not asking if other people in our church are
doing these things, but asking if each of us is engaged in these ministries. I charge all of
us today to consider starting the next year being engaged in evangelism. Consider
becoming an usher to say ‘welcome’ and opening the door, serving (breakfast) cookies
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after the service, or becoming a newcomer greeter to embrace our guests. Perhaps, invite
a family to bring their children to our pageant, Advent Event, Lessons and Carols, or a
Christmas Eve service. I charge us all to end this church year by welcoming someone
who is out there waiting to find God’s doors, to hear they too are important to God,
welcome and safe. Share this Good News!
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Worship Epiphany 3 in 2015 January 25, 2015

Mark 1: 14-20

Opening:
Last week, I had a desire to try a new group exercise class called TRX at the Y. I
do not know what it stands for but wanted to find out. I wanted to be challenged. So, this
past Wednesday, I looked up the start time of the class, helped to put my boys to bed and
I drove to the Y. Upon arrival, I asked what items I needed and created my own little spot
before the class began. Then, the instructor had a look of confusion on her face because
there was not enough room for everyone. As she began reading down a list of who signed
up for the class, I slowly raised my hand…feeling like a school kid admitting I did not do
my homework. I had not signed up, because I did not know I needed to do so. I had never
attended a gym class where I needed to sign up. So, I gathered my belongings and meekly
left the class before it started.
Evidently, it takes more than just showing up to such un-deciphered code-named
gatherings. Now that I know the drill, I will go back better prepared to join the experience
soon! In hindsight, the experience reminded of when I tried to visit an old historic onceEpiscopal church in Charleston as a college student. It took me three visits until I finally
was able to worship there. The first two times, I arrived in plenty of time but struggled to
get a parking space. Then, when I arrived to the doors, the ushers would not let me in,
because the opening hymn had just started. Such stories come to mind on this day when I
will address what it means to be a good steward of worship. For if we do not look at all
ministries together as being good stewards, then we can easily fall victim of becoming
consumers of ministries. Our liturgies enable us to experience an informed theology of
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who God is and who we are to God. If the liturgy, our worship service, does not invite us
into finding new understandings of God’s Kingdom, then why do we gather? We gather
to grow for God’s Kingdom, we gather and then go for God.
Body:
William (Bradley) Roberts of Virginia Seminary stated that the “Liturgy at its best
is like a family meal, rich with hospitality and the deep connections that result. If the
larger concern is the family’s being together, we will tend to endure minor disagreements
over the menu.”117 The importance of worship is gathering together to find God, share
God with others, and celebrate God’s story into our lives through the prayers, scripture,
and singing which guides us to the table to be fed and then sent out into the world to feed
others.
Being one not born into this denomination but came from another, I feel truly
blessed that I found the God in the Episcopal Church in which I was spiritually seeking.
It is not that God was different but the community connected me to the presence of God
differently. As a child, I had been very sick for some time and discovered a gathered
group of strangers who had been praying for me. I found a home in the Episcopal
community. I found a home in the liturgy where prayers expressed a way to believe in
God and call to love others through that belief. I was hungry to try a new meal a new
exercise. Even though I did not know the code of the church at first, I was welcomed to
enter in to find God and figured out the routine stuff later.
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So what actually happened to the disciples called today? They were content in the
boats handling the fish and nets. Yet, Jesus said ‘come follow me’. Jesus went to them on
the shores of their family’s trade which they had fished for generations. Jesus arrived
sharing God with them and it was so effective that they could only drop their own needs
to go and figure out who He was. Jesus invited them to fish for new reasons and new
ways. Have we ever wondered if Jesus had already approached some communities who
did not choose to go with him; who felt they were already full and had no room for a
different experience of God? They would not be stretched. The community, church or
class was full. Being good stewards is to go deeper within our belief in the Kingdom of
God…to go deeper in whom God is in our life today and dropping any nets we might
carry that prevent us from going forward.
For this challenge is much more than we think, which St. Paul makes clear this
morning to the Corinthians. Paul's letter brings a sense of urgency and commitment,
which means we might follow Christ against the expectations of one's family, one’s own
upbringing. Just as the disciples leaving their nets was clearly evidence of faith; their
stewardship had shifted from family’s income to God’s work. This takes us from viewing
worship not through our feelings but by experiencing God in life changing ways to allow
God’s message to work into our whole lives. Worship should move us from an inward
focus to gathering focused on God. Paul and Mark’s gospel tells us that we are here for
the Kingdom of God and that the church exists only for the Kingdom of God which is an
outward focus different from the expectations of this world.
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Closing:
A recent blogger said it perfectly, “Worship isn’t about how we feel. It’s not
about our likes and dislikes. It’s not about our tastes. It’s about how we believe. That’s
why it’s important. That’s why we have to talk about the meaning behind what we do in
corporate worship.”118 Well, I finally made it into a worship service in that old Charleston
church, and left more disappointed than being denied at the door, because I did not find a
gathered community seeking God, but instead one pleased greatly with themselves.
Perhaps our own church’s website welcome message reminds us best that “Worship is at
the very heart of our life at All Saints Episcopal Church. Our worship seeks to engage
worshippers of different ages and lifestyles from throughout the greater Richmond area as
we are brought into the presence of God and invite God into our own lives.” The
presence of God is the purpose of worship. And, I thank God each time we are gathered
here to be challenged, changed and sent.
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Pastoral Care

Epiphany 4 in 2015

February 1, 2015

Mark 1: 21-28

Opening:
Recently, the Episcopal Church has been greatly saddened by the story of
Suffragan Bishop Cook from the Diocese of Maryland who just a couple of months ago
killed a man riding his bike because she was both intoxicated and texting while driving.
The result of those actions publicly revealed to the greater Episcopal community the
demons of substance abuse within one of our own leaders, a Bishop. Out of the story
came a darkness that still hovers over the church and especially a family of an innocent
father of two children. The destruction caused by Bishop Cook’s demons dwells far
beyond the diocese of Maryland. A family’s greatest fears became reality as a result of a
church leader’s inner struggles. Understandably, many people are lashing out with
questions of how and why? As with Adam, we will all fall, but thankfully, because of
Jesus, we have God’s strength and unconditional love to help us face our demons. But we
have to own them first before ourselves and our God.
While we all may fall, rarely do other people even take notice. We work hard to
reveal we are fine. Yet, we come here to church, when at its best is like a hospital setting,
where we can seek a treatment for our own challenges. We come hoping Jesus will help
to destroy our own demons but still may struggle with not wanting anyone else to notice
that we hurt too. Destroying demons is healing, which really translates to reaching within
ourselves to articulate our brokenness to God. We reach in for that pastoral care to mend
and feed ourselves. For like all ministries, God wants us to be good stewards of caring for
ourselves, so to have health while we work through our fears. Bishop Cook is a reminder
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that not seeking a healing God can be horrendously harmful to more than just oneself.
Jesus came so we might stop falling further and instead invites us towards a life of health
with Him.
Body:
How many of us, right now, have another person or persons dependent on us?
How many of us worry about the well-being of loved ones daily? How do we own those
feelings so they do not escalate into debilitating demons? We articulate our fears. We
seek pastoral care in our daily fears? Am I a good enough father to my sons? Am I a good
enough father to this congregation? Yet the faith question is do I believe Jesus Christ can
heal me from those fears which encompass my life? Several times a week, I push myself
towards a space of prayers. In my prayer journal there are only three categories: my
thanksgivings, challenges, and for the sick. The order of thanksgiving, challenges and
sick is very intentional. Each month I write a new list and what I find often is that those
things and people once listed on the ‘challenges’ and ‘sick’ lists eventually move to the
‘thanksgiving’ list. Even if the sick die, there is thanksgiving for their lives. As followers
of Christ, death leads to our final healing through our resurrection.
When I pray in the week for those joys and fears of my life, I say them out loud to
take ownership. I found this to be one of most effective ways of doing Pastoral Care,
speaking what is at the heart. Giving thanks for those challenges that have worked
themselves out in God’s time and not my own. The awareness of giving thanks is
acknowledging God’s managing of my livelihood. Some challenges have remained on
my lists for several years. But what a joy it is when they move to a place of
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thanksgivings. To be good stewards of Pastoral Care is prayerfully prioritizing the energy
of one’s own heart, whether it is of joy or fear. Fears moving to joy represent a healing.
That brokenness in us is healed. The key is this: God’s surprising outcomes show God’s
care for us heals beyond human understanding. Plus God knows our needs before we do.
It takes coming to God with humility before we might recognize a new wholeness of
immense beauty waiting to come out of our challenges.
Our church has Pastoral Offices, which are liturgies we do occasionally. They are
like weddings, personal confession and unction. Today, I invite us into unction, another
word is anointing. Unction is one of the 7 sacraments and uses, “oil as an outward sign of
God’s active presence for healing.”119 We might ask unction, unction what is your
function. The function of unction is surrendering to God’s action into the depths of our
hearts. Handing over to God through a priest or bishop your heart’s joys and burdens, so
you no longer carry them all on your own. It is like taking off a heavy book bag of
burdens. I believe God is always waiting, especially to heal those things that may be
slowly destroying us. God is always waiting for us to come.
Closing:
The Psalmist invites us today to, “give to the Lord with my whole heart, in the
assembly of the …congregation.” (111:1) It is in the assembly of all present today in the
synagogue where Jesus healed as God intervening when that troubled man so lost and
desperately cried out. Jesus healed as was taught by God. Jesus therefore taught us that
God always waits to heal us, too. Therefore, I end today with an invitation of Pastoral
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Care through the sacrament of unction for healing. God wants to hear of our challenges.
What fears are troubling you? I invite you to come to acknowledge to one of the priest
over the next few minutes or to simply pray in your pews over your thanksgivings,
challenges and those who are sick. Seek to experience God’s grace through healing and
remember we never have to walk alone.
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Structures

Easter 4 in 2015

April 26, 2015

John 10: 11-18

Opening:
It is time for bed. Everyone is going upstairs, the last person cuts off all the lights
and sets the alarm. The red light blinks…indicating the house is armed. Another security
is our dog that follows the last person to the bottom of the stairs, where he lays between
those stairs and the front door. Anyone who is willing to sound off the alarm and awake
our 110+ pounds gold retriever is risking their luck to break in. We feel safe in the
perimeter of our home. People take such measures for the safety of those who will sleep
within the walls. Life matters most while the house, the shell is always secondary. The
house is to serve a place where we can grow together as a family.
Likewise, when the shepherds gather all the sheep in the stone fence for the night, the
actual gate is the physical body of the shepherd. The gatekeeper becomes the literal word,
the one who lays its life down every night at the only entry place of the sheep’s house.
Any wolf would have to go through the shepherd to get to the sheep. The good shepherd
lays in harm’s way to protect those he loves sleeping inside. If the shepherd is disturbed
by a wolf, then his very voice alone would sound an alarm to the sheep that danger is
inside their walls. Yes, the outer frame needs to remain sturdy and secure to serve its
purpose… but the importance remains of those who sleep within its walls. A fence and a
house can be rebuilt, but a life cannot be replaced for us or either for God.
Body:
Still, today many churches share the challenge of being good stewards of our
structures without losing focus of the sheep. A real danger for churches is the fact that we
watch the sustainability costs rise for our buildings while the numbers of sheep we see on
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Sundays shrink. Yet, one must note that the number of attendance shrinking results from
a trend of less frequency of members coming to church as compared to just 15 years ago.
Church leadership seems to routinely bang their heads against the wall not really
knowing why less people on average come to church. A result of this struggle is to
instead place increased attention to the structures themselves. I have listened to many
churches fall victim of too focus on their space. Yes, we are called to be good stewards of
our church buildings, but not distracted by them. It is a natural downfall of any
institution, to slowly begin to worship the physical space leaving the gate, the gate doors
abandoned for people to be snatched away from growing distractions of the secular world
or disappointment of churches lacking depth of community.
I think the answer to this dilemma is found in John’s gospel today when Jesus
said "I know my own and my own know me..."(John 10:14) Jesus calls us to go deeper
than the grass surface in our faith communities. The deepness is found in the relationship
building potential within these walls. The first relationship always begins with Jesus who
welcomes us home. Yet, if the time between visits continues to grow wider then when we
do come home we may find ourselves more like a college student visiting home after a
long period of time. After being away for several months they might focus on the changes
to the house. What color the carpet is now and why a room set up differently is
inconsequential to what really matters. We are comfort creatures at home, at work, and
especially at church; yet our shepherd focuses on the sheep in the community. Instead we
look to each other as we listen again to lesson of Jesus.
Another way to think about our connection to any of our structures in life might
be like a boat owner. Anyone who is ever owned a boat knows that is likely there will be
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more upkeep than fishing and fun on the water. You have it for the purpose to experience
the water. Yet any owner knows you will have those moments when you look at the
hassle of maintaining it and wonder if your life would be better to let it go. Does the boat
prevent one from spending more time with the family? Seeing the benefits of using the
boat for our family is like participating more in the life of a community to grow through
listening to Jesus voice in this space. We always choose to dive deeper in the journey.
When we go deeper we too realize it is well worth the upkeep costs because the structures
provide a space for real life to be experienced. So we keep the boat, so we can fish more,
because the activity of fishing nourishes our livelihood and help us grow together.
Closing:
The good shepherd today challenges us to look for security in Him…to strive
towards growing closer to him, which will lead to a stronger community. Faith is
strengthened in any community through active listening…truly listening to the voice of
Jesus as a church. Church is not a space, but a people of God coming together to grow
closer to God. We rejoice when we are in a place to worship God and are seeking
relationships to be strengthened by following the example of Jesus, the perfect example
of God’s love. We too listen the Good Shepherd to inspire us to move forward in his
Work. Jesus is our security for salvation as 1 John says how “he laid down his life for
us—and we ought to lay down our lives for one another.” (3:16) The deeper we listen to
Jesus the more we become dependent on one another and realize the call to help Jesus
bring in other sheep that do not already belong to this fold. This is the type of community
we all seek to be actively a part of. A church following a shepherd.
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Education

Proper 21 in 2015

Sept. 27, 2015 in Year B

Mark 9: 38-50

Opening:
There was a man named Frank who lived in 1200. Frank was the son of a wealthy
clothing merchant in Italy. Frank left the family business only to go off to war. When he
returned from war his heart had been changed for God. Going back into the family
clothing business with surely sales lines like, “If the quality shows it has to be Francos.”
Seeing a beggar one day, Frank takes his fancy clothes and gives them away to the poor.
In that moment he begins to strip from his life anything that separates him from God.
Once Frank starts this journey of being awaken spiritually he yearns to learn more. For
the more he learns of God the more he is able to live out his life for God.
Today is the last Sunday in a month where we have focused on Education. If
Education is done well in the church then it leads to formation, short for transformation,
our goal. Craig Nessan in his book, Beyond Maintenance to Mission: A Theology of the
Congregation says, “Three words summarize the goals of an effective congregational
Christian educational program: to learn, to think, and to live the Christian story.”120
Transformation happens when we live the Jesus story into our own lives. Nessan reminds
us that we are blessed to have three resources to begin our Education: the Bible, The
Book of Common Prayer, and the saints.
Body:
Over last week it feels like the news was bicycles and the Pope mobile. It is
customary for Catholic and Anglican churches to hold ceremonies blessing animals on
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his feast day of October 4th. So next Saturday we celebrate the feast day of St. Francis
easily the most noted saint. We gather for a few minutes with our companions to bless
them. Yet St. Francis was so much than just a lover of animals. He was also known for
his love of the Eucharist, and for the creation of the Christmas crèche or Nativity Scene.
Frank’s real name was Francis of Assisi who upon his return from war “lost his taste for
his worldly life.121 In losing this desire of what the world teaches is also found Mark’s
gospel today through the meaning of salt.
Salt might be seen as grace. Grace is something we cannot own, for grace is of the
goodness of God. Yet grace is something we can strive to grasp to have in our life. As
Mark says, “Have salt in yourselves, and be at peace with one another.” (9:50) Jesus
disciples were falling into the trap of creating a Jesus class as they whine about others
casting out demons. So Jesus begins to teach. Jesus is always teaching. As Jesus
continues to teach we know whether it is taking root by means of causing to think or not.
To think about our life and identify the “great millstones” hung around our neck. For
Francis he first recognized it was the clothes. As he removed them, what he thought
about God quickly changed and how he viewed other people, animals and creation itself.
Francis spiritual education moved him to transformation. We hear this transformation in
our Prayer Book’s collect for St. Francis Feast Day:
Most high, omnipotent, good Lord, grant your people grace to renounce gladly the
vanities of this world; that, following the way of blessed Francis, we may for love of you
delight in your whole creation with perfectness of joy; through Jesus Christ our Lord,
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who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, for ever and ever. Amen.
Francis Collect
The world has been fixated on Pope Francis, the first pope to ever take the identity of
the most well-known saint. What has become clear is that the pope models his teaching of
Jesus through the theology in action of this saint. We watch those lessons unfold in our
modern eyes of a saint who lived 800 years ago that faithfully followed a Savior who
lived 1200 years before him. What a blessing for us to look at man today that exudes the
very name in which he adopted in Francis. Will our children miss the cue that Pope
Francis and St. Francis are two different people? I think that both men would hope so.
For it is not about our earthly identity but about Jesus’s identity ………………. the salt,
in us.
Closing:
To be good stewards of Education and all ministries is to make disciples for building
up Christ’s body, which means we strip, tear or cut off anything we discover holding us
back from what Nessan describes as living in the Christian story. This is what I hope for
all of us that we take hold of deep desire to learn about God and allow our thinking of
this earthly life to change in order to walk closer to God, like Francis. This is hard work,
but we are blessed with a starting place. We have some solid text books and saints around
us. Yet we should never limit ourselves to learning about God in only the walls of any
place. We remember how St. Francis found a beggar outside of Rome. That beggar taught
him more than you or I ever could about Jesus. We gather here on Sundays only so we
too can return out to the world with a new story to live into.
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Transcripts of Newsletter Articles
Service (Outreach) September 2014 Newsletter by Matthew H. Steilberg, Senior
Warden
What’s the Future of Service and Outreach at All Saints Episcopal Church?
By now we’re hoping you’re familiar with our SWEEP-AS organizational structure here
at All Saints! SWEEP-AS is an acronym for Service, Worship, Education, Evangelism,
Pastoral Care, Administration, and Structures. A separate commission is tasked for each,
led by one of your vestry representatives. It’s no accident that SWEEP-AS begins with
Service because that’s why we’re here – to serve others who need our ministry and
support. Personally, I have heard Brent say on several occasions that any part of the
church that isn’t tied to outreach is dying. So how do we do this? That’s the task of our
Service Commission and we’re starting to work on the plan. Sara Wallace, Chris Hinkle,
and Mark Wilcox have agreed to offer their ideas and perspective as we build this
strategy. I asked them to help because I know first-hand of their dedication to serving
others with their time and talent. We anticipate engaging the parish in a discussion of
where we want to concentrate our outreach/service efforts so that we can make positive
changes in our community as well as others outside Richmond. I believe we will end up
identifying several specific areas of service where we can concentrate our efforts and
really have a big impact. We’ll be able to do this because All Saints has many areas of
strength that we can (and will) call on to develop our service/outreach plan. Examples
include our music program, our facility, and the many professional and technical skills of
our parishioners. All of these can be leveraged to create a better community, both here in
Richmond and in other places as well! How can you get involved? Well, if you’d like to
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help with the Service Commission just give me a call or send me a note and we’d love to
have your voice. You can also take an active part in sharing your ideas for where and
how we use our collective strength to serve as Christ commands us. How will we know
that we’ve been successful? I believe that when we work, love, and serve as a team we
will really make a difference to the people and the communities who need us most. I
think that’s what it’s all about – All Saints uniting as one team to become a selfless force
for improving the lives of others. What a wonderful goal to set. Please come join us!
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Administration (Financial) October 2014 Newsletter by Bonnie Cricchi and Anne
Blackwell
What does the Administration Commission Do?
We oversee the financial administration of the church as well as the business side of
running the Vestry through the minutes and resolutions.
Specific areas of involvement:
1. Serve as Treasurer and Register and as such are on the Executive Committee.
2. Monthly and annual financial reporting to the Vestry and Parish.
3. Serve on Finance committee and Human Resources committee.
a. Investment of church’s funds
b. Financial side of all HR issues
4. Oversee annual budgeting process
5. Ensure new projects are properly approved and funded
6. Work with various groups of the church to manage financial aspects of what we
do
7. Work with Endowment Board on funding for various church projects.
8. Complete requirements of the Diocese of VA: Agreed upon procedures, Diocesan
Parochial Report, CPG database, and any other forms required by the Diocese or
government.
9. Monthly Vestry minutes and distribution of all Commission reports to Vestry.
10. Ensure parliamentary procedure is utilized by the Vestry. Documentation of all
Vestry Resolutions.
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11. Participate in the Stewardship campaign and work with Financial Secretary to
ensure accurate pledge accounting.
12. Manage the investment and/or usage of one time, “special” financial gifts.
Why is this work important to the mission of the church?
The activities of the church must all be carried out with the understanding that we are
good financial stewards with the many gifts entrusted to us, both short term and long
term. The Administration Commission enables the other commissions to carry out their
work by arranging for funding and being business like in all our dealings. We provide
the background assistance so the rest of the church can carry out its mission to serve
God and others.
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Evangelism November 2014 Newsletter by Martha Chapman and Beth Caruthers
WHAT IS EVANGELISM? It is a good question. It is one that Beth and I posed
to Brent when he asked us to serve on the Evangelism Vestry Commission. The online
definition is “the spreading of the Christian gospel by public preaching or personal
witness.” So we are not talking about some crazy preacher traveling from town to town in
a caravan or a 24/7 television personality asking you for money! So – spreading the
Christian gospel by public preaching is something that most of us are not going to do. But
spreading the Christian gospel by personal witness is something I can get my head
around. Actually, the more I think about it the more I realize its importance. I think of all
the wonderful things I have “personally witnessed” at All Saints. My confirmation and
wedding, children’s baptisms, the love and support we received when my Mother died,
the beautiful music, the stellar sermons, singing Silent Night with my family and church
members holding a lighted candle on Christmas Eve, the fun social events, etc., etc., etc.
These things are easy to share with others – or “spread” to others. We are all Evangelists
when we spread the Christian gospel by personal witness. So, fellow All Saints
Evangelists, Beth and I are issuing you a challenge! This is not the ice bucket challenge
but the “EVANG CHALLENGE.” You will not get wet or cold. All you need to do is to
invite three families/people to the Advent Event or one of our services. For those
unfamiliar with the Advent Event, it is a family social event held the Sunday afternoon/
early evening of Thanksgiving weekend to celebrate the beginning of the advent season.
There will be an oyster roast and drinks for the adults on the patio, Christmas crafts, food
and drink for the kids, and activities for the youth. It is easy to invite people to this fun
and casual event! We will be sending an invitation by e-mail which can be forwarded and
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we will have printed ones at Church for you to hand deliver or mail. Spreading the gospel
by personal witness also includes welcoming and nurturing our newcomers. Please
volunteer to be a newcomer greeter one Sunday a month and bake a loaf of bread for our
newcomer welcome bags. The Evangelism commission has been working on other
welcoming components: welcoming and informative signage around the Church, new
website format and All Saints logo. Beth and I will have a table set up during the month
of November with sign-up sheets and hard copies of the Advent Event invitation. Think
prayerfully about what you have personally witnessed at All Saints and get ready for the
EVANG CHALLENGE!!
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Pastoral Care February Newsletter 2015 by Martha Gray Colver & Wyckie McClure
PASTORAL CARE. We believe that every member of All Saints has a vested
interest in getting to know and taking care of each other. This means we encourage each
other, celebrate together, learn together, and support each other in happy times, unhappy
times, and all the times between. To that end, we have many opportunities to do all those
things: Breakfast crew on Sunday mornings, ECW, Women’s Group, Men’s Club,
Funeral Hospitality, Lenten dinners, first Wednesday dinners, Trained Lay Caregivers,
Lay Eucharistic Visitors, and T-Tap (Theology on Tap) for 20 – 30-year olds, to name a
few. Each of those groups can always use more members, and we encourage everyone to
join one or more of them. Currently we are looking for various groups within All Saints
to each take one Wednesday evening during Lent to provide dinner to our parishioners.
The first dinner will be Wednesday, February 25. The other 4 take place on March 4, 11,
18 and 25. Please consider getting a group together to provide the dinner on one of these
evenings. Funeral Hospitality is a relatively new ministry and is composed of four teams
of 5 people each, who offer to provide receptions in Thornton Hall following the funeral
of a parishioner. It would be wonderful to add 2 or more people to each of those groups,
to lessen the load and to enjoy the opportunity to provide this ministry. T-Tap is just
getting off the ground, and will have its next gathering this month at a local brewery. It’s
a great opportunity to get to know other folks in a relaxed and fun setting. These are just
a few of the ways Pastoral Care is serving the members of All Saints. If you have any
additional ideas on ways to work together, please let us know!
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Education May 2015 Newsletter by Brent Melton
Good Stewards of Formation
At the Vestry retreat last month during our Eucharist service we used the
baptismal liturgy as a way to more intentionally live into the importance of the
commission areas. In regards to Christian Education we asked each other if we would,
“continue in the apostles’ teaching and fellowship?” We understand that EDUCATION
undergirds this commitment. Educational efforts in the Church help to strengthen the
community of faith, and equip members to serve in various ministries. We then shared
What goals do we think God is calling us to in the commission area of Education? The
response was that it would be both scripturally sound and grounded and to help us to be
more comfortable talking about our faith outside of our walls. This same exercise was
repeated for each commission area to think as a Vestry.
At the Annual Meeting the following Mission Statement for our church family
was adopted for: “All Saints is a place “…equipping the saints for the work of ministry
and building up of his body…” (The Book of Common Prayer, page 533) “Equipping the
Saints”, being the simpler phrase to be guided by. Education was an area articulated in
the discussions for the next Director of Music, obviously the Director of Christian
Education and Director of Shared Ministry. All three are position in which a search is in
process to find the right leadership to complete those roles. We have heard from so many
of we want to learn more as a community. I am energized by the desire to become a
community of formation, which is crucial aspect of being equipped saints. Learning is
where the Holy Spirit lives and moves.
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Basic tools of Holy Scripture and our own Prayer Book can help to discern our own faith
as a Body of Christ (Church) and as individual followers of Christ. To become grounded
in Scripture is become part of God’s story through un-going formation in every way
possible. What does a Sunday lesson, hymn and liturgy tell us about God’s story. How
are we being invited to recognize our own story within it? How can we empower
ourselves to share those discovers with others beyond our own walls. One of the greatest
strengths of the Episcopal Church is to be a thinking person church. We want to continue
to grow. The hardest thing is the willingness to share it with others beyond this place to
people who want to know more. They do not want to know more about us as All Saints
members, they want to know more about God. They seek a place where they can ask
tough questions about God and be formed themselves.
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A General Survey on Being Good Stewards
1. Please circle any of the following offerings you have participated in over the past
year.
Advent Event Fall or Spring Workday
Outdoor Service

Outreach Survey

Celebration Sunday Pledged to All Saints
Invited someone to any church offering
Saturday Sunset Service at Roslyn

Forum Discussion on “People of the Way”
Community Garden
Advent Event
Lenten Series on Music

Music Forum

Supporting the Furniture Donation Shed

Received a Healing Prayer from a Priest

Became a leader in our Christian Education

Learned something about a Saint
2. Did your participation in these offerings listed above help you to become a better
disciple in this community? Yes

No

3. Do you think All Saints Church should continue some type of focus on Being
Good Stewards in all our ministries through such offerings listed above?
___

Yes, keep these above offerings the same

___

Yes, introduce additional offerings

___

No, move away from these offerings

___

No, these offerings do not help our mission

4. Scaled Continuum: 1= strongly disagreed; 10= strongly agreed. Circle one:
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a. I have learned a great deal about being a good steward in all our
ministries.
9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

b. I have benefitted from focusing on one particular commission (ministry
area) in a month over this past year.
1
9

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

c. I am more aware of the various ministries offered in our church
community.
8

1
9

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

5. Looking back at the offerings in question one, what are some insights you have
gained about your own faith?

6. Did a particular sermon or Vestry member’s newsletter article about one of the
commissions (ministry area) resonate with you about that commission? If so,
which area and why?

7. Circle the commission (ministry area) that is dearest to your heart today? Tell
why?
Education

Service (Outreach)

Worship

Pastoral Care

Evangelism
Administration

Structures (Buildings and Grounds)
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A GENERAL SURVEY ON BEING GOOD STEWARDS RESPONSES
TOTAL SURVEYS COLLECTED: 31
Question 1. Please circle the offerings you have participated in over the past year.
Advent Event
Fall Spring Work Day
Forum Discussion
Outdoor Service
Outreach Survey
Community Garden
Celebration Sunday
Pledged
Invited Someone
Lenten Series on Music
Music Forum
Saturday Sunset Service
Furniture Donation Shed
Received Healing Prayer
Became a teacher or leader in Children’s Ed
Learned Something About a Saint

15
15
4
23
12
2
17
30
11
13
10
5
13
10
5
6

Question 2: Did your participation in these offerings help you to become a better
disciple in this community?
YES
NO
No Answer

23
1
7

Question 3: Do you think All Saints Church should continue some type of focus on
“Being Good Stewards” in all our ministries through such offerings listed above?
Yes, keep above offerings the same
Yes, introduce additional offerings
No, move away from these offerings
No, these offerings do not help our mission

10
18
0
3
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Question 4: Scaled Continuum: 1= strongly disagreed 10= strongly agreed (Circle
one for each.)
a. I have learned a great deal about being a good steward in all our ministries. –
AVG. 6.4
b. I have benefitted from focusing on one particular commission (ministry area) in
a month over this past year. – AVG. 6.9
c. I am more aware of the various ministries offered in our church community. –
AVG. 6.3

Question 5: Looking back at the offerings in question one, what are some insights
you have gained about your own faith?
















Explaining and discussing faith with middle schoolers helps me to discover
important teachings from Jesus.
Love outside worship service. Also the services at Roslyn. It is helpful to worship
in a different setting with different types of music.
Helping others helps me count my blessings.
That there is always something to learn and room to grow. My faith continues to
strengthen within All Saints, my family and in my daily life.
Need to stay in God’s word – read Bible more often – attend Bible study.
We share a great bond when we are working together in service to each other and
in the community.
God leads us in faith through many paths. We don’t have to take the same path all
the time. (Scenery may be come boring) New paths lead to new adventures and
new and rewarding relationships.
I always learn a lot when I teach Sunday School. Hopefully, the children learn
something also.
To share your talents/gifts from God with others.
Outdoor service – does not matter how we are dressed, etc. The service is just as
powerful.
My faith doesn’t depend on giving financially – although I do give.
Can’t say that the offering in Question #1 offer any insights into my own faith
journey which is personal and evolving.
We gain more by giving our time and talents rather than just attending “what we
keep we lose and what we give remains our own.”
You get what you give.
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Question 6: Did a particular sermon or Vestry member’s newsletter article about
one of the commissions (ministry areas) resonate with you about that commission?
If so, which area and why?










I have enjoyed Brent’s children’s homilies as a change of pace with simple
focused insights.
Manger sermon – Judy preacher. It was a different perspective. Thank you.
Youth Sunday Sermon – It was a wonderful testimonial on how a church
community can positively impact one’s life of faith.
Sermon on “Celebration Sunday”
Newsletter articles on Commissions do not invite, “call to action.” People need to
be asked.
Becoming a Manger – preparing for Advent
Outreach to the homebound to share (video) of each week’s service as well as
sharing for the sacraments.
Not that I can think of. I find that all sermons resonate with me in some way!
Whenever I hear one of our youth speak in church I am inspired to commit more
to my faith and look forward to watching my children (2+4) grow spiritually with
such wonderful examples in this church.

Question 7. Circle the commission area that is dearest to your heart today?* Why?
Service
4
Worship
9
Evangelism
5
Education
6
Pastoral Care
3
Administration
2
Structures
3
*(Some respondents marked more than one area – others did not mark one area)





Education – I believe if the kids have fun and want to come to church, they will
bring their parents.
All are integral to having a thriving church. Cannot ignore any of these! Moving
towards service project or projects that the whole congregation could get behind –
Education – helps me to deal with matters in my own life.
Worship – coming to church on Sunday grounds me and helps to prepare me for
my week ahead. It reminds me of what exactly is important in this life and
strengthens my devotion “to do the work he has given us to do.”
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Service, Pastoral Care, Structures – Helping others in the name of Jesus is the best
way I know to spread his message of love.
I would like to see Adult Education programs expanded Parish is still in “waiting”
mode for Service/Outreach beyond our walls. Vestry leadership should be action
oriented and better communicated. We have the talent to be doing more as a team.
Structures – Easiest of all to get fellow parishioners to be involved with All
Saints, and then to move on to other ministry areas.
Education - I have enjoyed witnessing the growth and enthusiasm in the Sunday
School program.
Each area brings its own awareness and importance. They all form the foundation
for the church’s success, just as the bricks of the church.
Education – I enjoy any activity that includes children.
Structures – Altar guild and flowers – beautification inside the church
Worship – Specifically music ministry. I love, love, love music.
Worship – I works with the acolytes. To see them faithfully show up and
participate does my old soul good and renews my faith.
Service –My personal and professional life are about serving/helping others. I
show God’s love by helping others and love getting other excited about doing so.
Worship – It’s what I do, and I don’t see much happening except routine in other
areas.
Service, Pastoral Care – Lay Eucharistic Ministry and God Within Study
Structures – Our lovely facility has not been kept up as it should have been. As it
continues to deteriorate, especially the Tiffany windows, the costs will become
even more of a burden. A well-kept facility will be even more appealing to
newcomers as well as regular attendees.
Evangelism – Because it is my commission in the Vestry
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A GOOD STEWARD?
(Notes from All Saints Church Annual Meeting – February 7, 2016)
What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the SERVICE ministry area?
• Set yourself aside and put others first.
• Being unified in Jesus
• Willingness to jump out of comfort box and be in service to the community
• Being generous with time, talent and treasure
• Efficient in how we are allocating resources.
What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the WORSHIP ministry area?
• Be present
• Participation
• Helping with the children
• Talking with others outside of church about what we have learned
• Everyone singing together
• Accepting that worship has different definitions
• Bringing a clear mind.
• Taking worship outside our walls.
What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the EDUCATION ministry area?
• Role model
• Children – Sunday School
• Lifelong learner
• Listening to others
• Open and loving to new people
• Recognizing that learning takes place the other six days – outside of church
• Doing and experiencing
• Accepting people as they are.
• Having a Sense of wonder
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What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the EVANGELISM ministry area?
• Practice what you preach
• Spreading your faith
• Don’t wear a veil
• Don’t forget the meaning of the words love and forgiveness
• Don’t hide your faith.
• Action speak louder than words-Smiling and being an example of Christ’s love
What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the PASTORAL CARE ministry area?
• Taking care of each other, calling people who are not here, sending cards
• Getting out to help people heal
• Shaking hands and welcoming people who are here.
• Compassion and empathy for others
• Driving people to church
• Praying for others
• Treating people fairly
What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the ADMINISTRATION ministry area?
• Doing what you say you will do.
• Showing commitment
• Making a pledge
• Hearing the needs and understanding – compromise
• Paying your pledge
• Open communication
• Volunteering and getting involved.
What does it mean to be a Good Steward in the STRUCTURES ministry area?
• Turn out the lights
• Maintain the facility
• Fill up the facility
• Beautiful welcoming place
• Think about modern applications of our facilities within community
• Participate in workday and clean up after yourself
• Have strong building and grounds committee
• Have strong representation of building needs on vestry
• God bless our endowment
• Restore our Tiffany windows
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